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DESIGN 

introduction 

This first stage of implementation has a dual purpose as defined by the 
ivord "design": a "preliminary outline for something that is to be made" 
and a "scheme of attack or approach (Oxford Dictionary). The "character- 
istics of the innovation" (Fullan 1977: 367) or the "treatment" (Williams 
1915: 539) must k developed, followed by attention to "administering" 
the curriculum (i.e. how to find students to take it, how to market it to 
universities, etc.). The design stage must translate the ISA policy 
statement, which is scarce on operational language, into guidelines that 
can bf acted upon. There are three main parts to this chapter: the design 
of the IB program and planning for its execution by ISA and then 

Curriculum design will be addressed from n policy analysis perspective 
with reference only as appropriate to philosophical and pedagogical 
reasons for the development of curricula in relation to certain aims. The 
construction of examinations, the shaping of the required mix of subjects 
and the degree of choice for the diploma are inherent aspects of program 
design along with the writing of subject syllabi. 

Program design begins with the construction of the contemporary history 
course for international schools by the International School of Geneva 
(with some assistance from Nimmons of UhTIS), seeking constructive 
feedback from ministries and departments of education around the 
world, and trialling the examination. Although this latter aspect properly 
belongs to the execution stage it is inciuded here as an important feedback 
element in svllabus and examination construction. It also illustrates the 
s,mbiotic reiationship between the design and execution stages whereby 
comments from the clients (students and universities) serve either to 
reinforce the appropriateness of the program or to highlight areas for 
improvement or adjustment. The extension to other subject curricula 
and examinations, through numerous curriculum development 
meetings, is then considered. 

The publication of a draft proposal for an IB  in June l964 provides a 
rationale for a sxggested profile of the I 6  diploma and regulations 
cnnceming the choice of subjects. The 1967 SPvres conference and its 
implications are discussed together with the important role of the 
Consultative Committee for improving program design. This part starts 
with events from 1962 and concludes with some examples of school- 
based curriculum development as at 1978. 



then itszffsgring 15ES (which bccarne the TB Office), constitutes the 
"scheme of attack" section of this chapter. The discussion relating to ISA 
is organised under four major headings: marketing, program delivery, 
human and material resources, and funding. The ISEf section i s  
structured around planning documents found in the files of ISES in 
Geneva. The principles on which iSES wished to base the IB program and 
several plans up to 1973 are discussed. 

The design of the "ireahnmt" overlaps with the administration and 
execution stages. There i s  no linear progression; rather there i5 parallel 
action. The ISES (International Schools Examination Syndicate], an 
administrative structure, grew out of the 15A Examinations Advisory 
Committee and started to plan m d  administer the various facets of 
implementing an IB program. In addition, the ISES land later the 1% 
Office) arranged many carr idurn workshops and meetings to create and 
refine the ~ubject mrricul3 and the subject profile of the IS diploma, and 
to determine the vehicular languages and examination standards. 

Designing the Program 

Contemporary History 

The history department at the international School of Geneva under 
Leach's direction, ably assisted by Michael Knight and other teachers such 
zs Phi1 Thomas and Eugene Wallach, set about responding immediately 
to ISXs recommendation in September 1962 with the full support of 
Cole-Baker and Goonnaghtigh. This p:lot project was part of the design 
stage prior to creating a full international examination. The outcome of 
the contemporary history curriculum and exam would have an impact 
on the curriculum developers and the elite ISA actors. Initial funding 
came from both ISA and the International School of Geneva (Cole-Baker 
correspondence 1992) after the UNESCO grant to ISA of US52 500 for the 
Conference af Teachers of k d z 1  St~d ie s  in International Schools, Leach 
was a prime force for enthusing the teachers, and the elite actors of ISA, 
in their quest for an international contemporary history syllabus and for 
the development of a whole series of subjects in the same vein. 

By February 2963 Leach and his group of teachers had completed the 
international contemporary history exam and syllabus which was printed 
by UNESCO under a "Mutual Appreciation of Eastern and Western 
Cultures" contract with ISA. This was sent to many ministries and 
departments of education throughout the world and 40 encouraging 
responxs were received (Hayot 1984: 232). It was in Leach's report as ISA 
consultant and in the meetings of the group of teachers during 1962 that 
the words "international baccalacreate" were first reprted to have been 
used (Peterson 1987: 17). 

In June 1953 iive students of the international School of Geneva took the 



knowtehee -'the halfmark of equivaler t nations! e&s in the UK; 
France and West Germany - towards a more reflective, analytical 
approach. One of these students was accepted by Harvard (Leach t969a: 
48). This exam wds then taken "regularly each year until 1971 when the 
&!l roster of IS exams was sat" (Leach correspondence 1991). The students 
who voluntarify presented themselves for this examination still had to 
sit the~r appropriate national history papers. However, Leach had no 
trouble finding willing candidates. 

Since the elite actors of I S A  and of the b a r d  of the international School 
of Geneva were virtually one and the same, the impetus which came 
from the school fo: further pilot courses was supported by ISA and 
UXESCO. Thp latter was interested in furthering the project and in April 
196.3 awarded a contract to ISA to examine the "Coordination of 
Academic Standards and Curricula Among International Schook" (Leach 
1969b: 80). According to kach the WNESCO support was due to the 
enthusiasm of Len Fernig, an assistant director-general of UNESCO, for 
the project (Leach correspondence 1991). Fernig introduced the If3 to Piei 
Gathier, director-general of education in the Netherlands, by inviting 
him to a Coilncil of Foundation meeting in 1974; Fernig and Gathier 
were both on the board oi the International Bureau of Education in 
Geneva (Gathier interview 1992). Other courses therefore followed, 
created by dedicated teachers such as Gerard Renaud (later to become 
director-general of the IB Office) who devised philosophy and French 
language and literature courses: Ruth Bonner and Xansi Poirel worked 
on German and English language and literature syllabi rstspxtiv.. !y. 

CoteBakes was ideologically (and economically) motivated to extend the 
successful ccntemporary history syllahs tn other subject areas. In fact he 
-sarr ie.j %m 1--1 a, igxEc-.a.a,,,na! ...S A....* curricula from prima-. through rQ the 'I 

end of secondary schmf hut saw that the task was tw large to tackle at 
once arrd decided :o concentrate on the last two years of secondary 
schtv~ling where problems of university acceptance needed addressing. 
i-ie asked his teachers whether they believed in international education; 
when they said "yes" he urged them to create international syllabi for the 
two pre-university years. "Forget everything you have learned; think of 
the children in the year 2000 and bring me ideas," he said (Bonner 
1990: 41). In a lette; of appointment to Phi1 Thomas who was engaged to 
teach gfogaphy, ColeBaker told him that he was to develop a geography 
;iiogram along the same lines as Leach and his teachers were doing in 
history (Thornas interview 19921, ColeBaker was a principal actor who 
motivated his teachers at this design stage. 

Except for G6ard Renaud, the teachers of the French section of the school 
were slow to participate during this initial period from April until the 
end of October. But in September 1963 an XSA Conference, T h e  Teaching 
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of Foreign Langaages" held in hiilan, explrtred IB examinations in 
English and French. At the conference there was a discwssion of three 
criticisms of t<mguage teaching in national education systems: there was 
. an insufficient basis for genuine communication; 
. an insufficient link tu the stirdy of the life and civilisation of the 
people who speak the language; and 

. tno much stress on translation. 
International schools provided an ideal setting to overcame these 
pmblems, particuIarly schwis with different language groups such as the 
International School of Geneva. The IB might become a laboratory for an 
experimental method of foreign language teaching which could be useful 
for improving language teaching in national systems. This involved the 
French Section teachers who then began to participate in the creation of 
subject syllabi in French and methodological approaches to teaching 
foreign ianglaages in an international school setting (Peterson 1977,: 11). 

An 1% Examinations Advisory Committee was established in 
November 1963 comprising staff of the International Schaof of Geneva 
and the University of Geneva to plan IB examination papers for June 
1964. (This committee later became the Executive Committee of the 
International Schix~ls Examination Syndicate). The small grant from 
TJNESCO was quite insufficient to continue the development of a full 
range of international diploma courses. The enormity of creating from 
nothing a whole international program of subjects for the last two years 
of secondary schooling was daunting. Attention had to be given to'subject 
content, translation and interpretation in different languages and cultural 
contexts, setting examination papers and having them monitored, 
obtaining voiuftiret students to sit an examination with no standing and, 
ui course, funding the research, At  this staEe, volunier teachers from ihe 
International School of Geneva were develbping the subiects of an 
interrtafional dipiun~a in their spare tins. 

i5ES Li;?u 

An '?SE5 Day" was held at the Internationat 5chmcl of Geneva on 19 &lay 
1954 at which some French Sc t ion  stzff were present. This was the first 
forrn3i gathering -~ to explore the creation ui international syllabi and 
examinations across a range of subjects: informal wsrk, i t  Cole-Baker's 
instigation, had already occurrd in English, French and Philosophy. An 
"h,ltmductary &s.~ion for Teaching Stafd" was given by Cole-Baker, 
Coormaghti~h and Siatis, Professor at the LJn&ersity of Geneva and 
President the ISES Examinations Cornmi:te. During the rest of the 
morning and afternoon, groups formed tcl discuss s schema for each of 
the i ~ l l r % ~ ~ n g  disciplines: languages, sciences, mathematics, fine arts and 
social studitz.. CcieBaker grovidd the folkowing advim to :he stafi: 

imagine you have the ideal syIiabus. 
2 joi d r ~ n  a detail& outline ox a pis@ of 
3 Expleit the international environment in which international schools 



Br@ Prvycsul for an fnternatianal Baccalaureate 

In June 1964 an extremely important document was published in the ISA 
Newsletter Bulletin entitled "Draft Proposal for an Internationd 
Baccalaureate". The full text appears in Appendix 9. The E A  social 
skidies mnference of 1962 is described as the catalyst for the contemporary 
history examination which then spread to other subjects and to the 
creation of the ISES in February 14M. The document emanates from the 
staff of the International School of Geneva; it provides a succinct 
rationale for an II3 and suggestions about the subject profile of the 

liierature and philosophy coursB should be compulsory. (World 
liierarure, as part of the first language, and the Theory of Knowledge are 
both obligatory subject requirements today). 

It was suggested that the examination be offered at two levels. Firstly as a 
lower level certificate at the end of the second or third last year of 
secondary school for t h o s ~  not contemplating tertiary education and ac a 
higher level university entrance examination after seven years of 
secondary schooling. The lower level examination would require three 
subjects: a first language, a second language and mathematics. For the 
higher level examination , five more subjects should be taken from: 
i chemistry, physis, biology; and 
2 history, geography, art, music, a third language. 
At ieast 'W-o subjects were ra ix chosen from each of groups I and 2. 

An eight-subject university entrance examination was, then, proposed. 
The s u b j ~ t  categories of this first propasid by staff of the International 
School of Geneva have been virtually maintained by the IB diploma to 
the preseni. The variation is :hat the second group above became two of 
the six subject divisions with orher disciplines added: 
- Group 3 history, geography& economics, philosophy, psychology 
. Graup 6: art, music, third language, theatre, computer studies. 
In its final version the IB diploma cornprised (as it still d m )  a choice of 
six major subjects plus the Theory of Knowledge (a philosophy-baed 
course): 
Group I: language A (first language) 
Group 2: language B (secand language) 
Group 3: individuals and sacieties 
Group 4: sciences 
Group S: mathematics 
Grotrp h: arts, computer studies, third language 
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This draft document provided the basis for many subsequent discussions 
until the end of the 1960s on syllabus and examination content, and the 
structure of the diploma. 

Curriculum Dez~eloprnent Meetings 

h October 1964 Atlantic College invited teachers from the International 
School of Geneva to their school to discuss the origins and objectives of 
the IE, its structure and official languages, and syllabus construction. 
Wailach (science), Poirel (English), Howenstine fmalhematics) and 
Renaud (French and philosophy) from the International Schoo! of 
Geneva met with Rear-Admiral Desrnond Eioare, the headmaster, and 
thirteen other teachers of Atlantic College. It was at this meeting that the 
idea of higher and subsidiary level subjects was first raised. h November 
1964 six Inspecteurs Geniiraux oi the French ministry of education (from 
contacts made at Svres  in .March of the same year) attended syllabus 
meetings (Leach 1963a: 57). 

March 11-15, 1965 saw the first IB Cl~rriculum Study Conference in 
Geneva to discuss the overall configuration of the IB; the six major 
disciplines were established. Five subject committc?es sat, each chaired by 
a teacher of the International School of Geneva: history (Leach), biology 
(Unitt), maths (Mrs Howenstine), geography (Thornas! and modern 
languages (Madame Martin). The universities of Geneva, Lausanne, 
Sussex, Birmingham, Manchester and London, CERN (European Nuclear 
Research Centre, Geneva), Atlantic College and the French ministry of 
education had representatives in one or more subject committees. There 
were some fourty participants including Martin Mayer of the Twentieth 
Century Fund. This meeting was followed by fifty or more subject panel 
meetings up to 1974 in places including Geneva, SPvres, BrusselIs, St 
Donat's, Oxford, New York and Paris (Renaud 1974: ,557). For iinstance, 
between August 1971 and August 1972 there were five major syllabus 
revision meetings in maths, economics, languages, history/geography 
and sciences attended by 108 examiners and teachers from Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Iran, Lebanon, Nigeria, Sweden, 
Switzerland, UK, Uruguay and the USA. As a result the revised General 
Guide to the IB was published in September 1972 (IBO Annual Bulletin 
n8 November 1972: 5). This invoivement in different parts of the world 
provided a rich input into the discussions concerning syllabi and 
examinations. Participants were "leaders of syllabus reform in their own 
country who have welcomed both the opportunity to meet with like- 
minded colleagues and the freedom to establish programs unhampered 
by the necessity to compromise with the conse~~at ive  traditions in 
national systems" [Peterson 1972: 14). 

During the first ISES executive committee meeting .iftes the March IS 
Curriculum Study Conference, Mayer urged ISES to proceed with the 
development of syllabi and examinaf:on papers. He was impressed with 
the whole idea but he was to have some reservations about the 



ISES executive now had tv,o major roles: marketing the IB and 
"shepherding its educational development" (Leach 1969a. 59) When 
Co!e-Baker reported that this conference was about to take place, the 
board of the International School of Geneva noted with interest that it  
had attracted educators from a number of countries (International School 
of Geneva Board Minutes, 9th March 1965). 

In February I967 a major iB conference took place at 9v re s  fur three days, 
drawing eiperts from many countries. This conference was to discuss the 
achievements thus far of developmental work in curricula and 
examinations by subject committees which were meeting regularly. 
Important decisions about the profile of the IB diploma were made. 
Examination results were to be graded with a minimum total for gaining 
the !E diploma. Subject certificatess would be given to failed IB diploma 
candidates, UNIS representatives also pressed successfuity far subject 
certificates for those wishing to sit individual disciplines and not the full 
diploma; they believed this would reduce what they saw as elitism in the 
IB ipeterson 1972: 16-17). The Theory of Knowledge course arose as a 
ccmpromise between the French insistence on philosophy at the end of 
secondary educaiion and the reluctance of other countries to spend much 
time on it. 

At the conclusion of this conference i f  was decided to prepare trial 
examinasions from June 1967 until the beginning of a sir  year 
experimental period from 1970 to 1975. A number of universities had 
agreed to accept ihe IB provisiona!ly provided the total number of 
candidates did not exceed 500; several schools would be invited to 
participate. 

After the conference, anu il.rneriran account saw developments as 
follows ''The scheme of studies for the IB endeavoured, as far as possible, 
to combme the intensive study required by GCE "A'' levels with the 
range and standards for the French baccalaureate and the flexibility of the 
American College Entrance Examination Board Advanced Flaremen: 
exarninat~ons" (Maiinowski & Zorn 1973. 165). Mayer, the Twentieth 
Century Fund consultant, saw it dtfferently: "the principles on which the 
IB work was based were Anglo-American in the highest degree" (Mayer 
1968 215) Although combined British and American representation was 
greater, there was considerable French !anpage presence through 
education officials and university staff from France, Switzerland and 
Belgiam. The subject, Theory of Knowledge, was certainly not the result 
of any Anglo-American tradition in schools. This writer sees a fairly 
equal influence from the British, Amer~can and French language 
educat~on systems during the creation of the 113. 



An 15.4 report on the IB between August 1967 and July 1968 mentioned 
the following relevznt matters. Panel meetings in individual subjects 
continued to be held in different centres such as Paris, Oxford and New 
York to develop and refine curricula. Review meetings to assess the 
results of the June 1967 trial examinations were held in languages (Paris), 
history (London) and biology (Geneva). USA partidpants came to Europe. 
Rr Halls undertook a UNESCO contract to produce a report on 
equivalence of pre-university progranls in Argentina, Cameroon, 
C~cchoslovakia, France, Philippines, USSR, UK and USA(Fennsy1vania). 
This research would assist the development of IB curricula and 
examinations Teachers' guides were published in language A, language 
8, philosophy and history "Physin will be available by September 1968 
and chemistry in January 1969" (15-4 Report on the International 
Baccalaureat& August I967 - July 1968). 

A subsequznt ISA document for the next year, August 1968 :o July 1969, 
reported on the following matters. An I8 mathematics conference was 
heid in Paris a r i  was attended by leading mathematicians from 
Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and 
the U5A. An IB history conference was held in Copenhagen and a 
languages conference in Brussels. The director of tne IB Offic~ visited 
multinational schools in the foliorving places and discussed programs 
with teachers: Beirut, Copenhagen, Ibadan (Nigeria), Montevideo 
itrruguay), Nexv York, Paris, St Donat's (Wales), Santiago (Chile) and 
Teheran A team of language and science examiners visited New York, 
Beirut and Teheran. A major conference on oral examinations was to be 
held at S v r e s  in September 1969. Fifty examiners from nine countries 
were appointed and 450 candidates registered for the trial examinations of 
MaylJune 1369. The hope of Dr Ralph Tyler (Ford Foundation 
consultant) that the 18 would have a positive effect on national 
cuniculum development was being realised through the following 
action: 

fBO was asked by UNESCO to do a comparative study of pre-university 
curricula and examinations in six countries; 

. IBC1 was commissioned by CERN (Centre Europkn de Recherche 
hrucleaire - European Nuclear Research Centre) to plan a model 
curriculum for a school; 

. a large part of the Theory of Knowledge course was k i n g  used in the 
new schook program in Chile; and 

. the Acadkmie de Grenoble recognised the IB language B examinations 
as substitutes for foreign language examinations in the French 
baccalaureate for students at the International School of Geneva. 

The IB project bad kept to the planned timetable; the first official 
examini.tions would take place in May/ J ane 1970. The IB was prwiding a 
valuable labrafory for international cooperation and research on school 
curricula and transition from school to university (ISA Report on the 
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International Baccalaureate August 1968 - July 1969). 

In 1970 the first General Guide of the International Baccalaureate was 
published in English and French by IBO. It contained rules, instructions, 
universiiy recognition agreements and subject programs for the 
examination sessions of 1971,1972 and 1973. 

Constiltatice Comrniif~c 

After the fufi trial examinations, there occurred on the 7th of J'me 1969 at 
CERV in Geneva, the first meeting of the IB Consultative Cornnittc.e 
comprising some 40 teachers, education experts and studenls from New 
York, St Germain-en-Laye, Geneva and Lausanne. The purpose of the 
meeting was to have feedback on the design of the curriculum and 
examinations, providing an important client input for future 
development in these areas. Here is where the executim: stage loops back 
tu :he design stage. Students gave intelligent and constructive comments 
about the written and oral examinations and the relationship between 
the syllabus and the examination for each subject. The IBO recognised the 
importance o f  student feedback for the development of curriculum and 
examinations. Two sample comments folfow: 

Higher level history scemcd to be a particularly ini.:resting exam. We wore 
asked to show our aptitude in judgment and mrnpn- ;insion of our knowlilrge 
rather than to reproduce facmal idormation - Student, 

TRC Chemistry exam contained some question3 which were too difficult and 
presupposed knowkdge t h t  should not be expetted at school level - Examiner 
i l R 0  Semi-Annual Bulletinn3 Nov 1969: 14). 

From the 25th to the 26th of September 1%" Conference on Oral 
Examinations was held at SPvres to discusi; the cost in time a?? money of 
the examinations and their reliability and validitpThe ~o#kul ta t i~  s 

Committee met again the :allowing gear in June in Ceneva after the IB 
exatl:inatians; constructive criticism was recorded and passed on to chief 
examiners and IB administrators. 

Schw!-Eased Cutriclclum DzoeIopmsnf 

In the sixth subject area of the IB, students had to choose cne of the 
following: "art, music, a third language (classical or modern!, a second 
subject from the 'Study of Man', the experimental sciences, further 
mathematics, or a syllabus sub-; Itted by the scRmI and approved by iB.0 
flBO Annual Bulletin n9 Nov 1973: 47). Th is  provided for creative 
curriculum development a t  ~ r h o o l  level. As at November 1973 eleven 
new subjects had k n  developed and accepted: 
Arts - drama, film-making, contemporary music; 
Study of Man - Mid&-East societies, comparative regional siudies, 
political theory, the UN and disarmament/aggression; 



These were internally assessed but externally moderated by an IBO 
examiner. Complete syllabus statements were produced and printed by 
I 0 0  for other interested schools. 

During the February 1938 second inter-governmental conference in 
London a report was given on curriculum development; talis usually 
emanated from a particular interest of a school participating in the Xi3 
program. Applled chemistry was being developed at the international 
School of Geneva and nutritional sclence in Singapore (Peterson 1978: 
I&). Maths studies (for non-mathematicians) was being pioneered at 
Atlantic College with a grant from BP (Inter-governmentd Conference 
Report 1978: 2). 

During the many curriculum and examination development workshops 
the cultural and educational impact of three mqor countries was 
evidenr: the British brought the essay-type qut stions; muftiple-choice and 
short answers came from the USA; and in-dey th textual analysis and oral 
examinations were recognised as the French contribution (Fox 1585: 60). 
But the IB program was not based on the mo,t frequently occurring 
common aspects of pre-university courses a: these and other nations. 
Those developing courses and examinations were at the forefront of 
reform within their national systems; the opportunity to exchange 
creative ideas across national frontiers was an important influential 
factor for these educational iconaclascs who were dissatisfied with the 
status quo in their own countries The IB represented an attractive 
~nternational pilot scheme of innovation in curriculum development 
and assessment techniques "The result has been a series of most 
stimulating planning meetings and an enthusiastic welcome from the 
FC-~.WIS concerned" (Peterson 1971: 5). 

Funding 

The Twentieth Century Fund and Ford Foundation grants were divided 
between program design and administration activities; they are discussed 
Ln Chapter 9, UNESCUs numerous small grants were almost exclusively 
fcr cttrricu!um deve!opment and evaluation and this wiil therefore be 
discussed now in the program design section. At the August 1464 ISA 
General Assembly in Paris, UNESCO showed its support for ISES as part 
af ISA and stated that all contracts would be negotiated with ISA. They 
were later granted directly to IBO. UNEKO's contribution and moral 
support were of immense value, particularly during the early days when 
an international university entrance diploma was but a gleam in the eye 
of a few visionalies, 

%me projects were particularly associated with the idea of 
devising an international university-entrance bipl~~rna and led to grants 
such 3s the fo!lowing: 



. A 1962 US$ grant to ISA for a wc?rkshop on teaching international 
history and geog,.aphy; this was the Conference of Teachers of S a l  
Studies in International Schools held at the International School of 
Geneva in 1962 which resulted in the trialling of a contemporary histo: 
examination for international schools. 

. An April 1363 grant to IS l for the "Coordination of Acade~.iic Standards 
and Curricula Among International Schools" which assisted curriculum 
development in other areas. 

. A 1964 grant to ISA (which was taken up by ISES) under a UNESCO 
project concerning the exchange of eastern and western cuitural material 
between international schools (kach  196%: 50). 

. A 196$ contract with ISA to study the comparability of university- 
entrance examinations (IBO Semi-Annual Sr~lletin nl  Nov 1968: 1). 

The figure fur the last three grants a'wve was approximately US$ZDOO each. 
In October 1%4 UhTFSCO Circular N m k r  8 international Understanding 
at School appexed; this was a arcular pertaining to the UNESCO 
Associated Schools Project under Education for International 
Understanding. A large part of the circular was devoted to "A Study of the 
Problem of Coordinating Academic Standards and Curricula Among 
international Scho~ l s "~  it was a report on progress resulting from the Aprl! 
1963 LXESCB grant to ISA mentioned above. This funding enabled the 
Curriculum Study Committee of ISA to prepare a report on the 
standardisation of curricula together with o:~tline syllabi for social studies, 
mathematics and art. "L4uch of the re-orientation of the syllabus has been 
done in the Associated Schoo!s Project" (UNESCO Circular No S 1964: 3). 
LWESCC)'s Associated Schools project creatc-d a network of schools across 
the world, and particularly in developing countries, whereby ideas and 
materials were exchanged and links forged to the mutual advaiitage of the 
schmls. This is one of a number of examples of indirect, financial support 
ra the LB project by IJNESCO using its own communi~~ation links to 
promulgate the IB program !Q all gchools involved in the Associated 
Schools Project. 

The circular concluded with the findings of the ISA Curriculum Study 
Committee which iavourecl a standardised core curricuium with 
adaptaticms to local conditions. This standardised curriculum should lead 
to the establishmen: of "an international baccalaureate or :natriculation 
examination." The examination should provide an internationally valid 
scaie for evaluating studertts' achievements; i t  could help solve the 
delicate problem of equivalence, and might eventually bring about more 
flexibility in national examination systems" (UNESCO Circular No 8 1964: 

From 1974 to 1979 UNESCO granted nine contracts to the IB Office totailing 
U S  36 (100. These contracts were to undertake research as.,ociakd with 
approved UNESCO programs which happened to aid IB program design. 
Tabte 8.1 lists the purpose and amount of each contract. The duration of 
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evaiuaiion of t ~ i i n g  and aswsment in rhc 18 

n~tritior~dl scienn~scumculum 

craluation of moral eriucarion in xl~ted IB s c h l s  

deveiopment of asrssmsnt pracPdurn 

conrparative study of p r o p 4  IB maths program for 
non-ma thcrnaticians 

Table 8.1 LWESC'O Contracts with the IB Office 1974 to I939 (From IBB 
File: UNESCO Contracts with IB Office) 

The UEL'ESCO contribution was, then, an important continuing support 
which advanced the development of the IB through research into the 
zwds af internatianai!y displaced students, the adeyuacy of preparation for 
university, the construction and reception of specific courses, assessment 
procedures, and the extent to which the 18 program had bwn able to form 
desitabie attitudes (morai educatianj. ieach's iniiiai contact wiih Leo 
Fernig, Assistant Director-General of UNESCO, had roused his continuing 
interest in the 13. 

YNEX0'5  interest was related to the ducarianal cha!Ienge of devising 
curricula from a multicultural perspective which would promote 
intercultural understa~rding. This was all undertaken against the political 
backdrop concerning world Fcace and couperation, but the emphasis in the 
design stage was educational and cultural. Education officers of UNESCO 
+.rere satisfied after their technical analysis of curriculum development 
reports and contirtlted to offer small contracts to assist this work. 

Summar). of Program Design Artivities 

Tabie 8.2 depicts the major events and actors concerned with program 
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techniques, and thz subject profile of the IB diploma. This table includes 
grants from the Twentieth Century Fund and the Ford Foundation 
because part of that money was used to finance curriculum development 
meetings; to refine assessment techniques and to produce the 
examination uaaers. Tke text following the table discusses the factors -- 
which influeked individuals to act. 

Significant Events ~ Actors ~ ~ 

1962 .- 
%pt: contempraiy history exam & sv:yllitbm work kg in s  Leach, Knight, Thomas, 

Wallach (Int Schl of 
Geneva) & Nimmons, 
1UNIS) tenckers 

1963 
Feb: contemprary history ~~ . l l abus  & exam completed Leach et tt~nekers 

Contemp hist course printed under '"hlutua! Appreciation UhTEffO 
of Pastem & Western Cultun?sq mnhact wrth ISA 

Contemp hist c o u m  senr to ministries & depts of ed in Bonner, %?c iSA ed 
Ihe world; there were 40 encouraging responses official 

April: grant to ISA for "Coordination of Academic Stanctards UNESCO 
& Curricula Among int Schls" 

Renaud, Banner, Poirel, 
etc feuckers 

J ; z E ~ .  candidate take contemp hist exam for the first time; S studsof Int Schl of 
tt was them prov~ded each year Geneva r;tudmts 

%pi: 1SA conf on 'Traching of Foreign Languages" in Milan: Eng & Fr xction tchs of int 
dirussion of TB exams in Eng & Fr l Schl of Geneva teachers 

Nov: ISA Examinations Advisory C'ttee established 
to plan June 1% exams 

k: tSES Plan 19&%-h5 - profile of diploma % piace of 
European a t d  wor!d literature 

1964 -- 
fcb: lSES Principles Dxumpnt 

May 19: lSES Day at Int Schl of Geneva 

June ISA Draft Propsal for an IE 

Ckt: IB working meting at Atlantic College 

Staff of Int k h l  of 
Geneva & Univ of Geneva 
teochers b unio staff 

Teachers at Int Schl of 
Geneva 

Gourmaghtigh non-ed 
pro1 
Cole-Baker hendmasfer 
Siotis univ stuff 

Teackers at Int Scht of 
GPncva 
Teachers-Geneva Br 
Attantic 



Chaired b y  leachers from 
Int Schl of Geneva plus 

LSES exec meting urgcvl to p r m d  with the 1B Mayer, 20th Century Fund 

Ford Foundation funding 

uniu stuff, teachers, 
education officlnls 

UNIS feachets 

5 W to I S O  (2nd pn:) 20tK Fundfunding org 

Peterson ed official 
dimss program dev 

June 7: First annuat Comultative Committee at CERN to teachers, students, unio 
review 18 trial aams just cumpleted 

September: Confwew on Oral Exams, SPvres 

The curriculum designers were almost exclusively the staff cf the 
International School of Geneva assisted after 1963 by the staff of Atlantic 
College, UN15 and other schools in later years. Some of them were 
involved in the administation stage: Gkard  Renaud (French and 
philosophy) became Deputy Director-General and then Director-General 
of the IB Office, Ruth Bonner (German) became full-time secretary to 
ISES, Wallach (sciences), Leach and Knight (history) travelled to 
promulgate the project. Leach and other members of the history 
department at the International School of Geneva were involved during 
the policy formation phase in problem definition and agenda-setting. 



peterson arrived in Geneva in 1964 for the first time as director of the 
Department of Education, Oxford; he had been involved in curriculum 
development with Blackburn at Atlantic College before it opened in 
September 1962 and was attracted to the Geneva project because it offered 
a diploma broader than the "4" levels which Peterson disliked. He 
became a major inspiration in curriculum development and was 
parHcularly keen on Theory of Knowledge and service to the community. 
Note that in the above table he appears as an education official in 1969 
because he was then director of IBO and no longer held a university 
appointment. 

These actors were influenced by the educational, demographic and 
cultural contexts operating at the time: the need for an international 
education which would open doors to universities across the globe and 
inculcate attitudes of tolerance and intercultural understanding formed 
the vision which guided their actions. 

Teachers were the major actors in developing curricula, examinations 
and designing the subject profile of the IB diploma. They were inspired 
and supported by Cole-Baker (headmaster), Goormaghtigh (non- 
education professional and parent) and UNESCO, The idea of an IB was 
in the air 

but the driving force in the transition from an idea ... to a reality was not intemaiional 
organisations nor, as in the caw of Atlantic College, a group of influential opinion 
leaders with royal patronage, but the teachers o i  the International Sehml of Geneva, 
!ed by Cote-&&er !fercrson 1987: 17). 

University staff and education officials also became involved in 
designing ihe examinations and the subject profile of the IB. Concern 
with international mobility (demography), university access (educational 
factor) and the need for an international experience (cultural factor) 
prompted teachers to act. University staff and some education officials 
became involved in the examinations more from a purely educational 
paint of view; technical analysis of subject curricula and the IB objectives 
provided an educational challenge to create examinations and 
assessment techniques which would test the program through reflection 
and interpretati~n rather than through regurgitation of facts. Here was a 
chance for innovation and initiative. 

The Twentieth Cel~tury Fund and thz Ford Foundation gave financial 
assistance for educational and economic reasons. They saw the need for 
interna:ional curricula and examinations, and that the IB project needed 
a sound financial base on which to proceed. 

UNESCO continued to offer smdl contracts which could be used for IB 
program development because this organisation saw the 10 as a means of 
gaining international cooperat;un through education of the young 
icultural and educational factors). Students formed part of the 
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Consultative Committee and their feedback was very important to the 
continuing modification of IB curricula and examinations. As they were 
all sitting the trial examinations in addition to their own national pre- 
university requirements they were able to offer interesting and valuable 
comparisons. Thew students took part because they realised that 
university access was extremely important although thev themselves 
would not benefit from the trials (Leach interview 1991). 

ISA: Planning for the Execution of the IB Program 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the design, administration and 
execution stages work very much in parallel and certainly not 
sequentially. The rational model would have the whole IB program 
cirmpleted first and the development of a careful plan to put i t  into 
practice (design stage), followed by the establishment of procedures w&ch 
allow the plan to operate (administration), leading to the provision of the 
program (execution). In reality these stages work in tandem so that the 
execution is continually refined by returning not just to the 
administration and design siages but also to the policy formation phase of 
the policy process - right back to the problem definition where objectives 
may be recor~idered, There was no neat linear progression but a dynamic 
interplay of syllabus creation, trialling, adjustment of curricula and 
examinitions, extension to other subjects, reflection on how to execute 
the IB "package", execution, adjustment of objectives (problem 
definition) ever time, and so on. The founding of ISES belongs to the 
administration stage of the policy process but once established it planned 
(design stage) -.hat was to happen (administration stage) to present the IB 
projeft (execution stage). 

The ISA and the ISA Examinations Advisory Committee started some 
preliminary planning. This may be grouped under four headings as 
foilows: marketing, delivery, human and material resources, and 
funding. It is worth noting, however, that "in the early days there was no 
idea ~f a final plan, simply a determination to solve very practical 
problems and a constructive attitude towards progess"(Gwrmaghtigh, 
Minutes of the 23rd Meeting of the IB Council of Foundation 1990: 14). 
The practical problems centered around the growing mobile student 
population which made the four national systems existing at the 
Internationai School of Geneva in the early 1960s increasingly irrelevant. 

Marketing 

Marketing a curriculum and examination on a world-wide scale requires 
international contacts in the right places. The first aspect to be addressed 
was the credibility of the examination and the acceptance of successful 
candidates by the best universities. Without this there would have been 
nothing to sell. Four main countries were targetted: the USA, England, 
France and Switzerland. It was important to convince the university 
entranm authorities of the academic rigour of the {B.  If the best 



countries would sureiy h6 influenced by international diffusion and 
follow suit, As opportunities arose, action (which is described in the 
administrative stage) took pllce to convince universities of the value of 
the production of an I5 program. There is no evidence of a long-term, 
detailed marketing plan, almost certainly because reactions from each 
approach to universities would dictate the frequency and nature of the 
subsequent activity. Although letters were written, the plan was to always 
arrange for a visit and dt2cussion with the authorities of each university. 
This personal approach was typical of all marketing strategies for the IB 
In 1963 one of the four students of the ISA contemporary history 
examination was accepted as a sophornore by Harvard University (ISES 
Report, Februarr 1964); this gave status to the course. 

The next group to whom the TB had to be sold was the teachers and 
administrators in internationzl schools, As a number of these actors had 
been the instigators and aeators of TB curricula, an important base of 
teachers who accepted the program already existed. The ISA regular 
conferences and nietings was a method of spreading this program 
around the world. Since the first syllabi had k n  created by teachers, the 
IB assumed almost instant credibility vis-a-vis teaching colleagues in 
other schocls who were looking for an international program which 
would provide access to univerlities world-wide. So attention was given 
to personally contacting teachers and administrators in international 
schools. 

Parents had to be convinced that this program would open up, and not 
reduce, university acceptance opportunities for their children. Parents 
were paying for education, as almost all of the early international schools 
were private feepaying instiMtions. Publicity, then, had to be directed 
towards these indirect "clients" of the program. Influential parents in the 
ISA, the board of the International School of Geneva arid UN15 were 
already kno.wIedgeab!e a k u :  the 13 spread the word amongst 
employees of the UN and its agencies. It was a matter of extending this 
information to other school parent boards and orgatusations, and to the 
multinational companies. The international nature of the orograrn was 
also to be a selling point along with the pr3vision of unrestricted access to 
universities for a trans-nationally mobile student population 

State schools and some private fee-paying schools respond to a particular 
education authority (e.g. Catholic independent schools in Australia). In 
these cases the IB had to be marketed to government ministries of 
education or other education authorities to gain permission for those 
schools to undertake the program. Political contacts in governments 
needed to be cultivated to this end. Protagonists such as Lord 
Mountbatten and Coormaghtigh (non-education professior7ais: were 
excellent I 0  ambassadors in this regard. 

National examining bodies had to be convinced of the standard of the IB 
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requirement;could be fulfilled wit!: the If3 diploma profile. 

Program dellvery by teachers to students required forward planning to 
familiarise teachers with the content and suggested teaching 
methodologies for their subjects in accordance with tne philosophy of the 
IB. Any teacher who did not subscribe to international cooperation and 
education for world citizenship should not be entrusted with teaching 
the IB program Workshops and other teacher professional development 
activites were envisaged. 

The delivery of the program included the setting and marking of 
examinations and the development of a set of rules and regulations 
concerning acceptance of schools into the IB program, examination 
procedures and the awarding of diplomas. The printing and 
dissemination of subject curricula, teachers' guides and the general 
rationale of the IB are also important components of program delivery. 

Human nnd Materid  Resources 

The foregoing discussion has direct implications for the provision of 
human resowces over and above the administrators and teachers who 
would ensure delivery of the IB in schools. Examiners must be 
appointed, curricuium committees formed, and a central office with paid 
full-time administrators and secretarial assistance established. The ISES 
was created and evolved into the 'IBO <International Baccalaureate Office) 
which formed various administrative structures over the years. For 
instance, the dissemination and collection of examination papers around 
the world without risk of leaks or interference developed into a major 
administrative task, not to mention the marking and collation of results. 
Trazslation of ali documents, including examination papers, into English 
and French (the two official languages of ISES) had impartant personnel 
implications. 

,Material resources were wanting. Attention had to be given to the 
provision or identification of ~ext  books to accompany the i B  courses, 
and to the prinking of syllabus statements and teachers' guides, 
examination papers, certificates and diplomas, rules and regulations. 

Funding 

All of the above would not occur without the most essential element - 
funding. Plans were mooted to seek financial assistance from four 
sources: UNESCO, benevolent organisations, a participation fee from 
each school, and goverpment subsidies from countries around the world. 

The Twentieth Century Fund grant of USS7.5 WO to ISES in December 



1s&2 marked the first important grant specifically for the IB project. As 
previously mentioned same of this money was used for program design 
and to allow planning committees to meet; the rest was for activities 
related to the administration stage - the establishment of an 
infrastructure and the payment of marketing missions, for example. 
With the help of small UNESCO contracts this Twentieth Century Fund 
grant lasted until the end of 1966 when the Ford Foundation gave US5300 
000 to lSES This money was similarly divided among.' activities related 
to the design {program design and planning) and administration stages; 
hence funding from these two organisations appears in both stages. 

Action taken in each of the above areas - marketing, delivery, human and 
material resources, funding - v-ill be discussed in the next chapter 
concerning the administrat. stage. 

fSES and IBO. Planniilg for the Execution of the IB Program 

I S E S  Principles Ducumenf 

When the JSES was formed an important document appeared in 
February 1% entitled 'Trincipes Fondamentaux sur Lesquels s'appuie la 
comrni&ion des Examens des Ecoles kiternationales pour 1'Extension de 
5e5 Programmes" (Basic Principles an which the ISES has Developed its 
Program). The full text of this document appears in Appendix 8. A 
summary of the main prinnples is as follows: 
1 Since Wor!d Wzr Two tnere has been an increase in mobil~ty and global 

interdependence leading to a problem of university entrance. 
2 The 1B should provide a point of mmparison for admission by 

universities in any country. 
3 The contemporary history course and first examination (June 1963) 

was well received by many ministries of educat~on. Teachers of the 
International School of Geneva should visit Landon, Paris and 
Washington to present the IB project to governments and university 
authorities. 

4 Contact is to be made with funding orgmisatinns and the Council of 
Europe (to aiign European teaching). UNESCO support should 
continue. 

5 During the last schwl term of 1%3/64 staff at the International School 
of Geneva worked verv hard to prepare IB subjects. 

6 The level of the pilot i~ examination is higher tf;n that in different 
countries to gal; university acceptance during the trial period. 

7 Atm for the first f t f l  trial IB exam in June 1368. (It took place in 1969). 

These pr~nciples constitute a general plan for administering the IB 
program. They address aspects of the problem defir~itian (1 and 2)' 
marketing to governments and universities (3). development of 
curricula and examinations (S, 6 and 7) and funding (4). While nok all 
elements are addressed, this is an important planning document for 
action to be taken at the administration stage. As the project developed, 
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plans concerning marketing, program delivery, hu-an and material 
resources and funding were reviewed and added where necessw, during 
deliberations of the various committees and sometimes informally as a 
result of individual discussions. 

Centact was established with international institutions i:; the field of 
education such as ths International Bulnau of Education and the Education 
i3lvision of the Council of Europe. Univ~rs:!;es, examination Wads and 
Ministries of Education aE'ming consv i t 4  to ensure that the r;tandarc; of 
the new examination is generally acceptable (Cole-Baker '1965: 44). 

ISES Plan for 1964-1965 

The "ISES Files" dossier at the office of the IE Organisation (as it is now 
called in Geneva contains an uLldated "Plan for 1964-1965" which briefiy 
addresses thrt-e questisns. The first is pedagogical and belongs to the 
earlier progriuw design discussion of this chapter: the profile of the 
diploma and the place o i  Europsin and world literature (to ?x discussed 
with Atlantic College). The second concerns planning for the delivery 
and rnarketir.8 of the program. Vrell-qualified and respected specialists 
were to be appointed to check y~~estions and ::?ark examinqtions. ISES 
was to undertake a global presentation of the iB project to French 
language interests such as the rlniversities of Gcnrva and Lausiinne, the 
Centre Paagogique National iie Paris, the Frmch Education Ministry and 
the Belgium Education Ministr,y. The third proposal wa? to promulgate 
the IB in developing countrie:. In connecti:.~n with making French 
language interests more aware of the IB, aptproaches to the folIowing were 
pro3osed: University of Dakar to influenrr the univ~rsities of 
Tananarive (now Antananarivt,', Abi8j~- znd Brazza-.;ille; the Education 
Minisir). uE Penegal to influence tk- <iV~cai:tin Ministri-S of Madagascar, 
the I v ~ r y  Coasr and the Congo; a!:: ..,P Ed~cation M i n ~ s t r i ~  i? Rabat 
(Moro~:co!, Algiers (Algeria) an6 '1 unis (Tuliip: ' 

a~ ~ 

The realisation G: the first two proposals of this plan '. k..: fo~:.- .. - 
administration stage chapter as i s  the third proposa!, out to C.- lesser extent. 
Although Francophone Africa had some representation at 1': meetings 
iior example, a previous president of the IB Council of Foun.lation w a s  
:he Rectezr of the Universiiy of Dakar, !hiegal), it is only ifi 1992 that the 
first IB school operating in the French language appeared ' that 
continent (in Rabat, Morocco). A number of private Engl: ;h-speaking 
schools in Francophone and Anglqh-3ne Africa have bt 'n offering the 
IB quite independently of the governmer! allth~ritie5 of tt;?e count:l:s. 

ISES: The Five Year Plan 1965-1969 

In the same dossier a document with the above title appears. It is undated 
but thought to be late 11964. It is a plan for the years 1965-1969 inclusive. 
Far the first year, 1965, the following tasks were set: 
. appoint secretartat to organise subject seminars and administer the 



examination prograzs; 
organise suhgct seminars for social studies, mathematics and science; 

. appoint a committee of regional coordinators to evaluate findings of the 
above subject committees and to draw up  a report to send to 
universities, ministries of education and governments - the 
cmrdinators are to represent different parts of the world. 

During the second year, 1966, the following oblectives were set: 
coordinators zre tc organise regional seminars to discuss and publicise 
the caord~nato~s' report; 
a study seminar is to take place on the implementation of the 10 with 
regional coordinators, executive secretaries and chairmen of subject 
conmi t tes ;  
the exe~xhve and secretarial staff are to be enlarged and permanent 
headquarters and regional exantination centres established. 

The third year, 1967, was the first year in which a complete battery of 
examination papers were to be offered. After the May/june examinations 
a preliminary studv of results and admissions to universitieti was to be 
undertaken. ~ u r i n g  the final two years of the five-year plan, 1968 and 
1965, the progress of IB diploma students at universities where they were 
admitted was to be studied. The TB program v.-as to be evaluated and its 
future evolution considered. Bv this time 15ES should be self-supporting, 
perhaps with the help af natiokal government funding. 

This plan was realised with success as t l s  discussion of the 
adminis:ra:ion stage will show except that the full battery of trial 
examinations cnmrnertced in Mayljune 1969 (Leach i n t e d e w  1991) and 
regional examination centres never materialised; all examination 
.;ervices are centrally located at the time of writing in Cardiff. 

A &:ran: by rhe Twentieth Century Fund was secured in December 1964. 
This led to a d m n i e n t  entitled 'Work and Research Plan for M Mayer 
and E WaLiarh, January - April 1965.'' Mayer was research director for the 
Twentieth Ceniury Fund. He wenk to Geneva as consultant and author of 
a - m ~ k  on the liJ pro@[, ivaiiach %tas a sdenm teacher ai  the 
International Sshool af Geneva who contributed greatly to the project, 
The plan was essentially to do with marketins the IB by visits to 
L'EESCO, SPures, Luxembourg, Strasburg, Germany and the USA. 

A dwan:enk dated the Z2nd of April 1965, "Coordination of Projects 
IConkdmtidiY', provided planning in four pr~ject  areas. The first was 
teacher tra;i?ing to ensure g& pedagogical delivery of the program; this 
was to be coxiroiled by khe IB Research Unit at the Oxford Department of 
Education. This Research Unit was also responsible for the second project: 
evaluating curricula and examinations and standardising the latter. The 
third project was the preparation of syllabi and examinations by ISE5. To 
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facilitate this aspect it was suggested that su+ct cwrdinato~s be seconded 
to ISES for a period of one or h.ro years, and that these people would 
initially come from the International School of Geneva and Atlantic 
College. The final project was to organise fund-raising to enable the other 
three projects to take place; an advisory committee was to be established 
to coordinate this task. 

From the 10th to the 23rd of July 1965 Tom Carter, a teacher at Atlantic 
College and member of an ISES IB subject committee, was the ISA 
delegate to an International Bureau of Education (IBE) Conference in 
Geneva. After his presentation of the IB propasal to a very interested 
audience he wrote a planning document entitled "Proposed Action as a 
Result of Contacts at an IBE Meeting." He suggested the preparation of a 
pamphlet in French and Engtish about the IB - its aims, structure, access 
to universities and other selling points. He noted that the IBE delegates 
were most impressed by the following, each of which should be 
continued and further developed: 
, cooperation from organisations such as the Council of Europe, UNESCC! 
and Oxford; 

. support from the French ministry of education; 

. the international nature of the ISES council and its committees; 

. the calibre of examiners with internationa! reputations. 

A Kovember 1955 planning document entitled "ISES Secretariat" saw as 
a first priority the editing, printing and distribution of subject committee 
reports and an ISES brochure sxplaining the IB project. The organisation 
of a Policy Conference ko discuss aims, marketing, listing previous 
contacts and suggesting new ones was also a first priority. (This was the 
important Sevres conference in 1967!.The Iong-term planning section 
principally proposed increased communication with participating 
schonis, prospective new schools, the ISS, the CIS, teacher associations, 
universities, governments, research institutes, UNESCO, [BE, UN,the 
Council nf Europe, OECI3. The emphasis of this document was on the 
design of marketing strategies. 

When funding of U S  300 000 was received in October 1966 from the Ford 
Foundation it specified some of the purposes of the grant; this constituted 
planninp of the following action: 
. to continue to devise educational programs responsive to international 
schmf needs and those of universities everywhere; 

. to arrive at methods of examining and finding suitable examiners; 

. to obtain universal I6 recognition from universities: 

. to persuade enough important international schools to abandon 
national curricrala in favour af only the IB, as yet an unknown quantity 
(Pererson 1972: 13 and Ford Foundation Annual Report 1965: 34). 

During the middle of the experimental period (1970-1976) of the IB, wb % 

the financial future of the project after 1976 was uncertain, planning by 
the IBO was outlined as follows. There was a need to maintain a strong 
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administrative apparatus to 
. ensure permanent liaison with participating schools for the application 
of the program; 

. organise meetings, particularly between examiners, experts and teachers; 

. prepare and organise examination sessions; 

. liaise with universities and other tertiary institutions; and 

. produce and edit dccurnents. 

An international committee of chief examiners for each discipline must 
be permanently established, comprising prinapa! and assistant 
examiners. Finally, a research staff, as in the Oxford Research Unit, would 
be an essential component to analyse results, ensure the follow-up of 
students and generally evaluate the whole operation (IBO Annual 
Bulletin n9 November 1973: 6-7). 

The emphasis here was more on effective program delivery and less on 
marketing. For instance, these plans mention contact with schools 
-tlready committed to the )[8. This was important to ensure proper 
application of the program from two perspectives: that of the IBO 
providing the "treatment" and that of the teachers and school 
administrators delivering the program to the students. The meetings 
between educators and the production of teachers' subject guides must 
continue to enhance this aspect. Increasing liaison with universities was 
to facilitate a smooth passage to these institutions by IB diploma holders 
as well a.: to seek IB recognition from universities not participating 
during th: experimental period. The maintenance of academic standards 
acceptable to the best universities depended on the quality of the 
examination process and the individual examiners involved. Finally, the 
permanent adjustment and refinement of all aspects of the i B  program 
would be assured by an organised evalmtion process. 

Summary of Planning for the Execution of the IB Program 

For the planning part of the design stage, Cole-Baker (headmaster), 
Gmrmaghtigh (non-education professional) and Siotis were the main 
protagonists. The latter appears only at  the design stage whilst the two 
former had been dose to all of the palicy formation stages. Cole-Baker, 
Goormaghtigh and Leach pro: ide the main link between the policy 
formation and implementation phases, Such a link maintains the 
momentum and spirit of the formation stage and avoids interpretation 
by new actors of what has taken place, It ensures that policy formation 
stages can also be revisited by implementors who have been key actors 

some or all of the problem definition, aggregation, ag:;nda-setting 
and decision making stages. These are the binding or cohesive elements 
of the process. They ensure some continuity and enhance the 
implementation phase. 

Table 8.3 summarises the significant action of the design stage related to 
planning for the execution of the I6 program. Grants from the Twentieth 
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Century Fund and the Ford Foundation are included with an asterisk to 
indicate that these events actually occurred (and planning became rnc)rs: 
refined when the sums of money were promised) whereas all other items 
lvere planned and had not yet taken place. In ather words the financial 
hacking was closely linked with the planning .rf the design stage. 

S E S  Princi?les Document Febru 
visits to bndon ,  I'arii: W a l i n ~ p r o n a t e  IB teachers at  Int Schl of 

ISES Plan l&&& 
appoint well-qualified examiners (delivery) 
p e n t  IB to French language interests in Eu rop  % 

Africa <marketing) 

'20th Centurv Fund Grant airember 14M - US75 (XXI 
Mayer ed oficinl plus 
ISES members 

EES Five Year Flan 1 9 6 s  
1965: appoint m e t a n a t  (human resources) 

arrange subject zrninars (program design) 
appoint c'ttee of regional coords to present the IB to 

univs 4 govs via a regional report (marketing) 

1956: increase ex= & sec staff, establish headquart- ISES mrnbem univ staff, 
(human k material resources) teachers, non-ed 

organiw xminar on Ia implementation (delivery) 
establish regionaf exam centres (delivery) 

(markP;ingi 

1967: june - offer cumpiete battery of exams (delivery) examiiieis, mriculum 

aiier june exams - study of ~ s u l i s  k uiiiv admissions 
[to assist Drogram design) 

196869: evaluate univ progress of iB diploma-holders & 
evaluate IB program (to assist program design) 

assistance (funding) 

J.anu~rv-Avri1 1 9 E  
present 1% to t'?iECO, to schls dr govs in Frame, Mayer ed official & 

Germany, USA (marketing) Wallach fencher 

IB Oxford Research Unit 
univ sfaff 

evaluate cumimk k exams (program design) (as above) 
prepare syllabi dr exams (program design) lSES c'ttees f~achers  
establish adviwty c'ttcg on fund-raising (funding) ISES members non-ed 



pmfs, icks, univ sfgff  

ISES secretariat 
Nttvemkr 1965 

production & dissemination of sub* c'ttw ISES s~cretariat & fchs 
reports (program design) 

pmduction of brochure to explain IB (rnaterialn) 

*Ford Foundation Grant ~ t o b e r  19%- US$m WO 
develop g& exams & appuint qualified examiners 

tpmgram design & delivery) 
obtain universal 18 mognition from univs (delivery) 

'20thC Fund (U3375 W) & Ford Foundation 
m m  m) 19ga 

m a d  .grants to undertake dcsign stageaction 

liaise with participating schools 
org meetings between examiners, experts & teachers 
prepare br organise exam -ions & int c'ttee of chief 

examiners 
liaiw with universities 
produce br edit documents 
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Actors Related to the Design Stage 

The above table indicates proposed action to market, deliver, fund and 
acquire the human and material resources necessary for implementing 
the IB. The proposed actors to carry' oa: each suggested activity x e  listed 
on the right hand side of the tabie - these are not necessarily the actors 
who suggesied the action. The plans were drawn up principally by ISES 
whose structure and membership is detailed in Chapter 9. The IBO later 
confirmed this planning with minor adjustments as the result o f  
experience in putting the plans into practice. Carter, after his presentation 
to the IBE 1965 conference, and the Ford Foundation, by virtue of its 
financial investment, were also responsible for some written plans to 
prornu!gate and deliver the IB. 

ISES members, i t  is assumed, subscribed collectively to the rationale 
which led to the creation of this organisation: to offer an internationai 
educational experience .tnd examination which would facilitate 
university access for internationally mobiIe students (educational and 
demographic factors), Some individulas within ISES, who have been 
prrtviously identified, were alw particularly driven by cultural and 
ideoiogical factors related to intercultural understanding and avoiding 



world conflict. As a teacher and ISES >iZi ? ~:on,,nittee n &er, Carter 
formed part of the mllectivity influenced ~y the factors j ~ s t  d-wribed 
The Ford Foundation, represented sur piace by bwles  and Tyler 
(education officials), was involved in the IB project for economic reasons 
but also because technical analysis had revealed a project of educarionrai 
interest to international and national s c h ~ k .  

Factors influencing proposed actors is not discussed here since the action 
has not yet occurred. In the next chapter the plans are put into practice 
and individual actors identified where possible; it is then that influences 
on actor behaviour will be considered in the light of what has taken 

Synthesis 

Figure 8.1 provides a synthesis of actors and influential factors during the 
design stage. The Twentieth Century Fund and the Ford Foundation, ACS 
ADS and AC6 A m ,  grants were divided behveen program design and 
administration. ISES, the major planning actor, comprises several 
categories of actors who do, in fact, follow through with the planned 
action during the administration stage. It would be repetitious to atternp 
to attribute influential factors to ISES individuals here and then again in 
Chapter 3; so this is left until the next chapter. This figure, then, 
concentrates almost entirely on actors concerned with program design 
and the reasons for their behaviour. 

The next chapter looks at significant events, the actors and influential 
factors contGOuting to their behaviour during the administration stage of 
the policy process. It describes how the plans were put into action. The 
formation and structure of ISES and IBO, and then the activities which 
they instigated in terms of marketing, delivery and funding of the IB 
program are outlined. The appointment of individuals to administer this 
stage of the implementation phase is discussed with particular reference 
to Alec Peterson. The provision of material resource;is also considered. 
To conclude there is a synthesis of the administration stage using the 
conceptual framework and its components. 
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Figure 8.1 The Design Stage of the Policy Process 



Introduction 

Administration is the plan in operation. It is the action that occurred 
and the administrative procedures necessary to realise each element of 
the plan. This chapter discusss the creation of its transition to the 
IB Office, and then looks at action taken in each of the areas previously 
identified: marketing, program delivery, human and material 
resources, and funding. The boundaries between these divisions oiur as 
a n-br of actiolls fall into two or more of these categories, but they 
serve to structure the discussion. The reader is reminded that the 
creation of the IB a i d  the planning far its execution (&sign stage) 
occurred soncurrently with the adnunistration 2ild execution stages; a 
comparison of the dates of the events will dearly show thls parallel 
action (see Chapter 11) 

Principal actors and the factors which influence them will Le identified. 
The chapter conciudes with a synthesis of this stage of the policy 
prwess. 

International Schools Examinatian Syndicate (ISES) 

initial plms were developed it  became obvious that here was an 
undertaking of some magnitude requiring the creation of a fixed 
administrative structure with professional educators and a secretariat, 
together with access to influential international figures The ISA had 
existed since 1951 but it was not until February 1964 that a new 
areanlsation, the ISES, was established to develop the IB exclusivelv. 111 
~aguary 1965 ISES established individual legal identity as an 
"association" under the Swiss Civil Code but remained a part of ISA. In 
the spring of 1965 the ISES office moved frcm the International School 
of Geneva to a villa in nearby Cologny shared with ISA (Leach 1969a. 
60) "If ISA had had the structure it should have had, ISES would not 
have k e n  necessuy" (Rltchle interview 1992). This is a reference to the 
preponderance of international civil servants giving voluntarily of 
their time to E A .  Professional educators employed full-time would bp 
needed to launch the IB ISES was, then, the offspring of the ISA. 

ISES was created as a result of an agreement between ISA and the 
International School of Geneva to develop a common program and 
university admission examinations for the last two years of secondary 
sch001. The founding oi ISES is the result sf a recommendation to 
B&er from the staff in his school who wanted a structure to administer 
the work in which they were becoming deeply involved. Cole-Baker 
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agreed, although somewhat reluctantly; he would have preferred that 
the structure of 15.4 be strengthened and expanded to take on many 
aspects of international education, including the IB (ColeBaker 
correspondence 1989). But the ISA did not have the structure to 
continue with such a large project as well as providing assistance in 
other ways to international schools. It was left to concentrate on 
primary and middle school ctrricula, two of the four originating 
schools of ISA k i n g  nursery schmls (Leach 1965: 24). 

I5ES consisted of a Council, Administration Committee, Examinations 
Board and an Executive Committee, See Appendix 7 for the inaugural 
memhiship of the four strands of ISES. Goorrnaghtigh (non-education 
professional) eventually relinquished his chairmanship of the board of 
the Intrmationai School of Geneva and his membership of the 
executive of ISA to become chairman of the eleven member council. 
Cole-Baker (headmaster) rcas treasurer and the only school 
representative an  the council; ail other members were university staff. 
This was understandable as the ISES was to ensure :he uedibility and 
appropriate standard of the IB exams lead in~  to university entrance, 
Atlantic Coliege (Wales) later joined the ISES council; this school was 
the most active promoter of the I'B after the International School of 
Geneva (teach !959a: 42). 

The Administration Committee was headed by Cole-Baker with fhree 
council members. One of their main tasks was to check the 
qualifications of the members of the Examinations Board, 

The Examinations Board of six comprised aH universily academics. The 
president was a Greek academic, Dr Jean Siotis, Professor of the 
Graduate Institute oi Internutionat Studies aad lecturer in international 
law at the University of Geneva. All other members were from the 
L?niversitv of Geneva with the exception of: a professor of political 
science from the USA. This board war- responsible for the conduct of the 
exami~ations - in particuiar the setiing of papers and the appointment 
of examiners. 

The Executive Committe comprised mostly teachers from the 
International Schooi of Geneva. The president was E Wailach, deputy 
head of the department of history, with Bob Leach as secretary and 
Cole-Baker a member. This committee concentrated on curriculum 
development and worked with the Examinations b a r d  in the 
preparation of examinations. It was very much a technical, not an 
administrative, committee, 

So, although the title implied an interest only in examinations, from 
the inception of the International Schools ~xamination Syndicate a 
curriculum development committee existed. This group of actors 
comprised mostly university staff who were brought into the IB project 



progrant and were therefore influenced by technical analysis of the 
"instrument"; i ts  educational objectives, content, methodology and 
academic requirements were interesting to them. 

The setting and correction of examinations was carried out by 
examiners who were initially university academics of standing in their 
own countries; this was essential ro embre acceptance of the IB by 
universities. As time went on, experienced It3 teachers also became 
examiners but even today, the chief examiners are largely universiiy 
staff. It is noteworthy that the curric~uium development aspect was the 
province of actors whc were teaching in schools (at the International 
School of Geneva initially). This enhanced the acceptability of the 
program: teachers in schsmls contemplating the introduction of the IB 
had faith in their colleagues who were closest to the needs of the 
inkernational student. The teachers' interest in the IB stemmed from 
their belief in intercu!tural understanding and an education which 
would provide access tu any university for the internationally mobile 

International Baccalaureate Office (1BO) 

The ISES council decided at the end of September 1967 to change the 
title to International Baccalaureate Office (100). This refiected more 
accurately the purposes of the organisation and avoided the term 
"syndicate" which had negative connotations in the USA and France - 
sGd i ru t  means itrade union* in French. IBO officially changed status 
from "Association" to "Founc'ation," with its headquarters in Geneva, 
under articles 80 rf 5 ~ 4  of the Swiss Civil Code on the 25th Octoilcr 1968 
(.Vott.at 1958: 2%). The IBO wai created with a mission to admin'ster 
the examination as had k e n  agreed at the General IB Conference i t  
SPare5 in 1967 (IBO Semi-Annu2i Bulletin n l  Nov 1968: 3). It was 
affiliated -4th mESCO as a non-governmental organisation (NGCJ! in 
caL;-c,T. P ( - . .  ,:-L ---L 2 - 1 '  rv L i~rrubal i ~ ~ ~ o r r r l a ~ ~ ~ n r  IZI 1970 and iiiui;ei: to miegoilrj E 
(information and ronsultalive relations) in 1995 (PBQ Annual BulIetin 
n l l  Nov 1975: If) .  

.- . r mere were six fu!i-iirne administrative staff of IRO when i t  was formed 
in September 1967: 

Director A l n  Peterson 
Deputy-Director Cerard Renaud 
Executive Secretary Ruth Bnnner 
Examination Services Elisabeth Adossidb 
Conference Services Juliane Willi 
Documentation Services Eucelte Dsnche 

Three of the office's main activities are evident in the above 
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distribution of staff. Ail aspects of examinations had to be carefully 
administered; there had tg be regular meetings of teachers and 
examiners, and presentations of the IB to groups of universities, 
governments, examining boards and schools in different parts of the 
world. All of this required detailed organisation well in advance (fax 
machines were not available at the time). Production of regulations, 
subject programs and teachers' guides, examination papers, examiners' 
reports and publicity information was an increasing area of 
documentation activity 

Structurdly the IBD consisted of a Council of Foundation of twenty 
members, with Goorrnaghtigh (non-education professional) as 
 resident. an Executive Committee and an Examinations Board. Their r 
membership when IBO commenced appears in Appendix 7. This 
tripartite structure was a continuation from ISES, but the mix of actors 
was nat as homogeneous as in each section of ISES. The first Council of 
Foundation comprised seven university staff, six education officials, 
four heldmasters and three non-education professionals. Ail 
university academics were professors or directors of university 
departments in Sweden, Germany, Uganda, Cameroon, Switzerland 
and Oxford. An were acknowledged experts in their field and were 
principally attracted through technical analysis; this is not to deny that 
they may have b ~ n  influenced by other factors such as an ideology 
concerning world peace and intercultural understanding, but for the 
majority these were secondary considerations. 

Amongst the high-ranking education officials were Madame 
Hatinguais, Inspectrice GPn6rale and Recteur Capelle, former director of 
Pedagogy in the French ministry of education. Harlan Hanson as 
director of the Advanced Placement Program, College Entrance 
Examination Board (CEEB), was an education official who commanded 
mrrrh respect from universities in the USA. These education officials 
were influenced by technical analysis of the TB program which they 
believed was of a very good standard, as weii as providing an 
internat~onai expertence 

The four headmasters were from schools involved in the project; two 
of them, ColeBaker and Fischcr-Wollpert, had been particularly active 
i., . C . ~ + ~ ' C . . I ~  , . I L , I , ~  develapnen: committees and marketing the IB for ISES. 
Cole-Baker" srigina! impetus stemmed from concerns a b u t  world 
peace and tolerance of others (cultural), university access (educational) 
and the grave financial situation at the International School of Geneva 
(economic). Fischer-Wollprt was more attracted as a result of technical 
analysis of the KB program (Gellar interview 1991). 

The standing of the three non-educational professiolals is impressive. 
Gwrmaghtigh has alieady been discussed, Lord Hankey was forn~r 
British Ambassador to the OECB and a dose acquaintance of 



Mountbatten (Peterson 1987: 26); he played an important role in 
promoting the U%VCs and hence the IB for political (world peace) and 
cultural reasons. Louis Arrnand was a French engineer, former 
president of the SNCF (Soci&t& des Chemins de  Fer, the government- 
owned equivalent of British Rail) and member of the prestigious 
AcadPmie Franqaise. Only individuals at the height of their profession 
are elected to this body founded in 1635 to protect the French language. 

The Examinations Board of seventeen ch:ef examiners (one for each 
disnpiine), had nine university staff, six teachers and two education 
officrals (the latter both being Inspectors in the French ministry of 
education) from Britain, Germany, USA, Switzerland, France and 
Sweden. Malls of Oxford was president. Technical analysis of the IB had 
influenced these individuals to participate; none of them was involved 
in the original design of the program nor in planning how it should be 
put into operation, 

The II jO Esiec~live Coninittee was a sub-set of the :B0 Council. It 
comprised one non-education professicnaI (Goorrnaghtigh), two 
headmasters and two university staff. It operated very much as an 
executive committee of an association: considering meeting agendas, 
discussing the directions to be taken, formulating propositions for the 
full council, and so on. 

A Consultative Committee was also established to give advice on all 
pedagogical questions; it arranged subject working committees as 
required, comprising predorrtinantly practising teachers. The Oxford IB 
Research Unit was fomed under the direction of W Halls (university 
stafc) to monitor the IR project, particularly in terms of the level of 
examinations, the acceptance of the IB by univers~ties and the extent to 
which the i B  program adequately prepared sbdents for university (IBO 
Semi-Annual Bulletin nl Xov 1968: 3-31 

By November 1969 a director of examinations had been appointed to 
the IBO adrnin:stration. On the 15th August 1979 the ~ ~ d m o v e d  to 
larger premises from the house in Cologny, Geneva which was 
nunhappily no longer able to meet the demands of the extension 2nd 
rationalisation of our administrative work" (IBO Semi-Annual 
Biiiletin n i  May 1970. preface), 

Peterson (originally headmaster, then university staff) was director of 
the Et30 from 1967 to 1976 during which time Renaud !originally a 
teacher) was deputy-director. The latter then became director from 1977 
to i9B. Dr Roger Peel is the present incumbent of this position since 
1983. Robert Biackbiirn was previously deputy-headmaster of Atlantic 
College and then Chief Staff Officer of the London UI':C office under 
Lord Mountbatten (non-education professional) until he joined the 
London oft*ce of IW as depuky-director from 1978 until his death in 
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1990. 

North American IB Office 

Some American headmasters were members of the CIS from 1949 and 
of the ISA which was formed in 1951, comprising mainly parents in its 
early years Miss Julia Henderson (parent) of UNIS was on the S A  
Committee in 1941 and some UN:5 teachers bad been involved in the 
Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in International Schools held 
at the Geneva school in 1962 w h ~ n  ideas about an interrtational 
qualification for university entrance were discussed. Forks  went from 
the International School of Geneva (where he was head of the English 
Language Section from 1956-1961) as headmaster of UNIS in 1961-1962 
and was succeeded by Desmond Cole who becarne headmaster of UNIS 
In khe following year. Hence knowledge about the evolution of the I0 
started with UMIS in the USA, in addition many IU marketing 
missions tmk place to umvessiiies and schools in North America from 
1962 to 1970 wlth assistance from Dr Harlan Hanson. 

As a result of growing IB interest in the USA and Canada (UN15 was a 
trlal examination school from 1967), and the implementation of the IB 
in a rapidly growing number of schools in that part of the world from 
1979, the need for a North American IB Office began to emerge. h the 
1973-71 school year Peterson was at UNIS to promote the IF3 and a t  the 
UN Staff Association, m' Headquarters. Members of the Hegeler 
Foundation were present at the latter cxpuse' and agreed to provide 
USSI5 000 to set up a North American Committee for the IB with Cole 
(headmaster of bNIS) as chairman and Hanson (director, Advanced 
P lace~sn t  Program, College Entrance Examination Board) as smetary 
(IB Director-General's Annual Report 1973-74). Hansan became 
involved because he saw an educationally interesting problem 
(un~versity access for internationai students) which tire i B  had the 
potential to soive and which would provide art international 
education at the same tlme (Hanson snterview 1992). The objectives of 
this committee were to 
provide information on the I% for North America; 
consult with schools and colleges regarding the IU provam; 

. seIect American teachers to join IB examiner teams; and 
arrange American participation in IB olrticutum development (IB 

Director-General's Annual Report 1973-74). 

The formation of the IF5 North American Office (IBNA) and the 
promulgation of the TB in that part of the warld owes much to Blouke 
Carus ban-education professional). As chairman of Open Court 

1 
pubiishing house he had a strong commitment to lifting academic 

l 
I 

standards in American schools and had sponsored conferences on 
educational reform at which eminent educators spnke. 'She papers 
delivered were published in a regular series. Blou~e h ~ d  read about the 



IB in the Herald Tribuneand was quick to seize its potential for 
assisting education in national American schools; he also saw the need 
for an effective promotion campaign. It was he who negotiated the first 
grant from the Hegeler institute of which he was a trustee; he became 
the first board chairman of IBNA when it was formed in 1976. Carus 
left the chairmanship in 1580 to devote more time to the IB Council of 
Foundation which he joined in 1977; he is still a rnemkr at the time of 
writing (Peterson 1987: 142-1431. The chairmansliip was then taken over 
by Tom Hagoart, an international lawyer (non-education professional), 
who had been involved in the founding of the Washington 
International School and the relocation of UNIS in New York (Hagoort 
interview 1991). At the time of writing, 1992, Hagoort is chairman of 
the IB Council of Foundation and has been a member since 1983. 

Over the launching years of IBNA total contributions were received 
from other benevolent foundations as follows: 
Andrew W Mellon Foundation US330 000 
Exxon Education Foundation US$lOO 000 
Geraidine Dodge FounLition US@5 000 
Some corporate donors also contributed small amounts of 
approxirnat4y US$l 000 over a number of years: Dresdner Bank, New 
York Times Foundaiion, Western Electric. Interest in Canada also 
brought grants of approximately U%IO 000 from Gulf Canada and 
Imperial Oil (Peterson 1987: 149). 

The executive director for the first year 197&77 was Dr Charles Rose, an 
art historian (non-education urofessional). We was succeeded in August 
19117 by .f;il'aert Nicol who continued until 1985. He had a legal 
background, had spent a number of years in college and university 
administration (university staff) and was committed to the 10. 

Financially IBNA collected IB school subscriptions, keeping one fifth 
and sending four fBhs :G Geiieva. Wiih the graiih mentioned above 
and the rapid increase in sehaols in North America (where today there 
are 140 in the USA and 47 in Canada) IBNA was able to be financially 
sotvent. Most IBNA schools are public, government institutions wher3 
the IB was accepted because of its 

. international perspective; 

. integrated structure of studies; 

. motivating effect on teachers and students; and 

. facilitation of internal US (as well as international) mobility. 
%me schwls hesitated about adopting the IB because of 

. lack of recognition of the quality by some universities; 

. complicated administration procedures; 

. heavy workload for students; and 



. communication difficulties with Geneva (FOX 1985: 64). 
Except for the cost, the other problems diminished as ZBNA expanded. 

FeD: ISES created teachers at Int Sehl of Geneva, ISA 

ISE Council Goomghtigh (presf non-ed 
professionai, Cole-Baker 
(tread hdmaster, 9 univ r;feff, 

ISES Examiffations Committee Siotis (pres), 6 u n i v  sfujf 

ISES Executive Committee Wallachtpres), Leach k others 
teachers, Sioiis (Exam f'ttee p m  ) 
univ staff, Cole-Baker (Council tread 

ISES Administration Cornmitt= 

-- 
]an: ISES obtains asMaiion status 

Sr§i full-time m of ISES 

Petemon univ s f a f f  

5ept: [B OfAce c ~ s a t d  
director (until 1976) Peterson knio sta,# 
deputydirertor (until 1976) Rerraud teacher 

1PO Council of Foundation 7 univ staff, 66cd offcinls, 4 
hdmnsters, 3 non-ed piofessionnk 
inctuding Coormaghtigh (pies) 

IBO Executive Committee Gwrmaghtigh(pres) non-ed 
professional, 2 irdmasters, 

IBO Examinations Board 

Oxford Rezearch Unit (dosed July 1974) Halls (director to 1972) univ sfafj  
Majoribanks (dir 1972-74) unizr staff 



Rose (excc dir), Cams (chairman of 

IBO director (unti11983) Remud, f o m  teacher 

IBNA ex- director Nicol, fermer university staff 

Blackbum, former ddfgkeadmaster 

Table 9.1 Principal Actors in the Early Years of the ISES, IBO and IBMA 

Four main audiences were targetted: universities, schools, ministries of 
education and national governments, examining bodies. University 
authorikes had to accept the proposed 18; parents, students, teachers 
and school administrators needed to be convinced that the curricula 
were appropriate to international students and acceptable by the best 
universities around the globe. While almost all international schools at 
the time were independent feepayin: schools, some were state- 
controlled insttttiiions which necessitated the agreement of education 
ministry officials before the IB could be accepted. This also applied to 
some countries where the education ministry canirclied university 
edx~s! i~i i ,  for example in France (although this is no longer as true as it  

CL. Itact with examination authorities was a delicate matter, because the 
IB could be seen as a threat to thi' quality of candidates presenting 
themselves for "A" levels, the French baccalaureate and Advanced 

coniact proved fruitful and also provided considerable expertise when 
i t  came to examination procedures and the setting and marking of 
exams. This particular marketing action is therefore also linked to 
pmgram delivery in the administration stage by ensuring a quality 
examination process. 

The most difficult marketing period was, of course, at the beginning 
when the 18 was an unknown quantity and had yet to prove itself. By 



1975 headmasters, teachers, univers~ty admissions officers and 
government ministries were accepting the XB because of its proven 
success in so many schools around the globe - the factor of international 
diffusion grew in importance. 

Two early pubiications helped to diffuse information, particularly to 
educational audiences, about 'he development of the as-yet fully 
untried 16: Martin Mayer's Diploma: International Sckto@l~ and 
University Entrance (1968) and Robert Leach's International Schools 
and Their Role in the Field of International Education (1969). hkyei's 
somewhat critical but objective approach complements Leach's more 
scholarly idealistic one. 

This discussion relates to a time period from 1963 to I978 during which 
the structure of the IB Office was gradually developed into its present 
form Farticulariy after this period, international diffusion became a 
very important factor in the acceptance of the IB by schools and 
universities 

Each of the audiences for marketing will now be considered in turn. 

Uliinersities 

Various ~nitiatives took place in this regard. The researcher has 
reconstructed at least the major activities, relying principally on a 
collection of documents, including reports of meetings, in a large folder 
entitled "EFS FiIw" hnused in the arcb.ives cf th.e !B Prganisatim (as it 
1s now called) in Geneva, on interviewees' recolleclions and on some 
prlrnary and secondary sources of literature. Events which were 
destined to "sell" the IB to universities will now be detailed in 
approximate chronological order and actors and factors influencing 
their behaviour will be identified. 

The first official action to convince universities was an JSES mission, 
headed by Cole-Baker, to the USA in MarchlApril 1% to introduce the 
fB  idea. There was a very effective response from "highly placed 
government, education and fourrdation officials" (Leach 1969a:SO). 
Cole-Bager (headmaster) visited a number of universities and schools 
to bring about an awareness of the Geneva project. From the 1st - 15th 
April of the same year Leach (teacher) and Siotis (university staff), 
president of the ISES Examinations Board, visited Harvard where the IB 
was favourably received (Report of USA Visit by R Leach to Introduce 
ISES, 1 -15 April 19641. This university had already accepted a student 
who had completed the contemporary history examination in June 
1963. Factors influencing the behaviour of Coie-Baker and Leach have 
been discussed previously and remained the same at this stage of the 
policy process Siotis was influenced by his technical analysis of the IB 
program although cultural, ideological and educational factors played 
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their part iGellar interview 1993). 

On the 10th July 1964 an information meeting 011 the IS was given to 
the International Conference of Public Instruction at the International 
School of Geneva. Various documents prepared by staff of the Geneva 
school were presented by Ruth kmner (a former teacher at the school 
and then ISES) and Gbrari 5:enaud (teacher). Notable people 
present wete hladame Bang (Iriternational Bureau of Education), 
Monsieur Eelage (SPnPgal) and Martsieur Legrand (UNESCO). This 
assisted diffusion of the IB proposal amongst university educators (as 
well as schools and ministries). Teachers, who were closer to the needs 
of students than other actors, were, then, playing an important role in 
the marketing of the IB. Moreover these were amongst the pioneers of 
IB curriculum deieloprnent and their enthusiasm was infectious, They 
were involved for ideo!ogical, educational and cultural reasons as has 
been previously discussed. 

In January 1965 Renaud undertook an ISES mission to Paris where he 
spoke with officials of the French minis,ry of education, the director- 
general of C-~erseas Cooperation and the director-general of Cultural 
and Technical Affairs. As a result, acceptance of the IB in French 
universities was viewed favourably (Renaud 1965). At the same time 
Recteur Capelle of the French Education Ministry joined the ISES 
Council; this was an important indication of interest by the French 
government authorities. 

In June 1965 ' .e ISES Council welcomed to its membership Harlan 
Hanson, dir-<tor of the Advanced Placement Program of the College 
Entrance Exainiriatioz Board. tie advised asking American colleges and 
universities to recognise the I B  not for admission but for advanced 
placement. At the same time Ues Cole, headmaster of UN&, joined the 
ISES Council, American support was now more manifest and official. 

In July 1965 an important 1nternatic.kal Bureau of Education (IBE) 
Conference was held in Geneva. The ISA delegate, Tom Carter (a 
ianguage ieacher at Atiantic College and member ai the IS% SE Modern 
Languages Curriculum Committee), presented the IB. This is another 
exampie of involvement by a teacher now working on IB curriculum 
development. Interest was expressed from many countries. As a result 
L' this ISE conference he suggested that a n u m k r  of actions would 
assist IB development and acceptance. (These plans appeared in the 
discussion of the design stage). h October of the same year Atlantic 
College members of the ISES executive wete instrumental in gaining 
NATC Parliamentary Conference support for the IB in New York. This 
gave it status vis-a-vis American colleges (Leach 1Y6Ya: 61). 

Dr Fians Fischer-Woilpert, headmaster wf a schaoi in Frankfurt, joined 
t3e ISES Council in hiovember 2955; he established the IB in influential 
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German universities and education ministry circles (Leach 1969a: 61). 

There were now teachers, headmasters and education officials engaged 
in promulgating the IB within a relatively short perk 8 1  of time. 

Fdxuarv 1967 saw a landmark first IB conference at S v r e s  at the 
invitation of the French ministry of education. Much activity had taken 
place from 196.1 to 1966 in syllabus design and examination proposals. 

By ihe md of 1% ... EES was ready for the International Crderence at %we$. 
... What we hop? to achieve over the next year or two, as a ~ x d t  of the 
conferem.--, was the aagmwnt of enough universities, whether autonomvs r!r 
coi~aoll& by their minishies of education, to cooperate in the experiment by 
giving at :east pmvisioi.4 reco@itian to the IB as an entry qvatificafiori 
t~etetsiln 19s:  313). 

Eclucatiim ~ ~ experts from the following countries, many of them 
university staff, were present: Belgium, Britain, Bulgaria, Cameroon, 
France. Federal Republic of Germany, India, Poland, Sweden, 
Switzerland, ~anzania, USA. Also present were representatives from 
CER.. (Centre Euro~&n de Recherche Nuclbaire - the European 
Nuclear Resexch Centre)< OECD, Oxford and C~mbridge Examining 
Eoards, Council of Europe, British Schools Council and the EC Market. 
The conference lasted three days and split into two groups. Commission 
A dea?i with structure, standards, and syllabuses chaired by Rr Fischer- 
Wollpert with G Renaud as consultant. Commission B discussed the 

as weli-prepared and documented" (Leach lSS5a: 71). The cnnferencc 
made r~cornmendations concerning the structxre and standards of the 
!B iwhich were treated irr  the design stage). Pu'egotiation~ inr 
: . .  r n  prerxrninnry ga recognition by universities began at thc coiioquiurn and 
were fo k cfanfinued as f<.rllaws. In England, Canada, Switzerland and 
t1.s Lr5A each i n d e ~ n d e n l  university was to h approached. In 
Belgium, France, the Pu'etherlands and Italy it  was necessary to contact 
the education ministry as universities in rhgse roi?-.tries were centrally 
rontnrlled. In the ~edkral Repl~blic of Germany, Scotland and Sweden 
apprctarhes wnufd made to the single, academic authority (not the 
ministry of education) which controlled universities. At the conference 
kfr Hampton, director of CEBi, offered to submit ISES syllabusm to his 

When the Ford Foundation grant was givl n, two consultants were 
a p ~ i n t e d  ao the project in 1967: Dr Tyler an 3 Dr bwles ,  t?o& education 
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officials as they held doctorates in the field arad worked for the 
Foundation. Tyler was also Professor of Education at the University of 
Chicago The latter had undertaken extensive research in 1963 for 
UNESCO on access to higher education, revealing divergencies between 
natisnal systems (Renaud 1575: 113). Ehs support facilitated the 
"selling" of the IB to reduce the difficulty of university access created by 
the different requirements around the world. Un~versities were 
attracted by practical considerations which would be in the self-interest 
of admissions officers They were willing to participate in the six year 
experiment (1970-1975) because the IB  would reduce the difficult task of 
analysing and comparing many different national qualifications 
(Peterson 1987: 68). 

In December 1967 the French and West German governments accorded 
university recognit~on to the IB except for their own nationals in their 
own countries. Fifteen universities in Britain - including Oxford, 
Cambridge and London - accepted the If;. In the USA Harlan Hmson's 
Coilege Board circular continued to recommend IB acceptance. McGill 
(Canada) and Australian and New Zealand universities accepted the f B  
together with the universities of Geneva, Zurich and St Gallen. 
Georges- f-lenri Martin, editor of the Tribune de  Gen+ve, member of the 
board of the International Schml of Geneva and trustee of the 
Twentieth Centxry Foundation assured recognition of the IB by the 
Un~versity of Genevr- as he was also chairman of their Acad-rnic 
Council (23rd IB Council of Foundation Meeting Minutes f 990: 14). In 
the following years more universities were gradually added to the list 
through personal contacts by the 130 directorate such as the Meeting of 
Experts on the Recogn~tion of Diplomas in Higher Education in the 
Arab States, held in Beirut in December 1974 and attended by Renaud 
(education oiiieiail as IBQ deputy-director (IBO Annual Bulletin n l  l 
PITc=.r 1975: 12). 

Schouis Teachers, Students and P~rents  

In ianuary 1954 Eugene Wallach, teacher at the International School of 
Geneva, funded by a UNESCO grant, visited international schools in 
Teheran, Belgrade, Vienna, Milan, Brussels and the Hague to discuss 
the p?~posd IS The I 6  was presented to participants at the European 
Teachers Association Conference, French Section (fcnded by the French 
government) a t  SPvres Oxford, Atlantic College and French ministry 
representatives were present. Because of the European Baccalaureate 
(whose first examination occurred in 1959) European Community 
schools supported the IB. The educational context provided by the 
existence of the European Baccalaureate assisted acceptance of the 16. 

Coie-Baker (headmaster) and Miss McDoweIl (primary section of the 
international Schoctf of Geneva) visited international schoois in some 
Afrkcan countries in July 1964: Liberia, Ghana, Tanganyika (Mqshi arld 
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Zar-es-Salaam). This led to ISA advisors being appointed to these 
schoo!s and a greater awsrrrpess of the TB proposal. When Des Cole 
(headmaster) of VNlS joined the ISES Council he assisted the 
markethg of the IB in American schmls. UNIS had wanted its own 
international diploma but saw the ii3 as the a?%wer to their project and 
a program that other schools could adopt *p 'en students' horizons. 

Marketing of the IB idea to schocls ihroughout the world was geatly 
facilitated by UNESCO through its .Sssociated Schools Project contract 
which commenced with ISA in 196.1 to study the problems of 
coordinating academic standards and curricula amongst int~rnationd 
schools. Via its awn communications system UNESCO reached 
hundreds of schools around the globe (UNESCO Circular No 8 1964). 

Martin Mayer (education official), consultant to the 20th Century Fund, 
and hlrs Bonner (former teacher, now education official), ISES 
executive secretary, made trips to contact governments and schools in 
Europe during May snd June 1965 (Leach 1969a: 60). Mayer's presence 
and interest was due to an economic factor: he came with the Twentieth 
Centurn Fund grant to write a book and perform a technics! analysis of 
the XB program as it had thus far developed. 

From June to July of the same year Cole-Baker sent sixtwn teachers 
from his school to the USA and Canada to inform educators and 
schools of the XB and exchange ideas on international education. This 
was a very important mission from the International School of Geneva 
of teachers promulgating the IB. On the 31st of August 1365 Cole-Baker 
(headmasker), Foirel and Renaud, teachers at the International School 
of Geneva, met with John Sly of International Schools Sewices 1155) in 
the USA to explain the IS. ISS had many member schools, particularly 
American schoo!s overseas and had been founded in 1955 initially as a 
North Americai; gff-shoot of ISA. 

in l967 Dr Yyier ieducation official) of the Ford Foundation said the IB 
war not only for international schools but that it should have an 
innovatorv influence on national education systems (Renaud 1974: 5). 
This was eventually felt very mu& iR the USA where currently the 
rrrzjorl!y of the 140 19 schw!~ belong to the state and the IE has had a 
positive influence on national curricula. Like Mayer, Dr Tyler and Dr 
Bowles were involved for funding reaso-is to act as consultants to the 
IB project. At the second inter-governmental conference in London in 
19% mention was made of the positive ei fect the ID had had in 
"internationalising" national education rather than being a sge9ai 
program for a special group of students (Second hier-govertlmental 
Conference ~ e p b r t  1978: 2). 

After the 1967 Xbres conference, the desirability of developing a 
common curriculum leading to examinations which would provide 



was not questioned. The concern was whether it wis  feasible. For this 
reason a six year experiment f1970 - 1975) had been declared at the 
Sevres conference and only highly reputable international schools were 
admitted after careful negotiation. In addition to the International 
Schml of Geneva these included UNIS, Atlantic College, Gwthe 
Gymnasium (Frankfurt), J F Kennedy School (Berlin), St Gerrnain-en- 
I,aye (Paris), International College (Beirut), Santiago College (Chile), the 
International Schools of Iranzamin (Iran) and Copenhagen (ISA Report 
an the International Baccalaureate August 1967 to July 1968). A n-:mber 
of these schools adopted the IB exclusively in 1968 or 1969. 

Actors were differently influenced when they agreed to the six year 
experiment. Some members of the IBO, particularly university staff like 
Professor Panchaud of the University of Geneva, "initially conceived of 
the experiment as a piece of applied educationai research" (Peterson 
1987: 61 1 Ongoing technical analysis of the curricula, the examinations 
and the university performance of IB graduates was the main 
motivating factor. Others, notably headmasters and education officials 
representing schools, saw the six year experiment as the introdurtory 
phase of the permanent establishment of the iB. "To them, any 
opportunities for pedagagica! research, either in curriadurn or 
examinations would be a minor spin-off" (Peterson 1987: 61). 
Headmasters generally were motivated by cultural, educational and 
ideological factors like Charles Sa'd, headmaster of the National 
College, Choueifat, Beirut and member of the IBO Council, who was a 
"great believer in education as a builder of bridges bekween 
communities, religions and nations" (Peterson 1987: 74). 

A problem arose at the international School of Geneva when, in 1970, 
the board decided to replace all national examinations by the IB. 
Competing interests led a certain nurnkr of parents to oppose this idea; 
they were worried about university acceptance of :he 13 for their 
children. The decision, however, Good and the opposition subsided 
when the students with It3 diplomas were easily admitted to British, 
French and American universities (EcoIe Internationale de Ceneve: 50e 
Anniversaire 1979: 276). 

By 1975 headmasters, teachers, parents and students were attracted to 
the IB through international diffusion: i t  had proven successful in an 
inc;easing number of schools across continents. This did not mean that 
the IB was accepted blindly, but tk.3 IB diploma-holders ~a in ing  
acceptance to the best uni;ersities such as Havard and &;fordmeant 
thatihe program was less susceptible to technical analvsis bv interested - 
schools concerning content andstandards - i: was beginning to stand on 
its reputation. Ideological factors concerning intercultural 
understanding and the formation of world citizens certainly played 
their part, but it is difficult to imagine an international school 



influenced by such a view. Azsuming this to be the case, schools were 
waiting only for an appropriate international program which would 
ensure world-wide university access. 

Along came the 15, already with a proven track record after five or six 
years; the international diffusion factor weighed heavily as heads, 
teachers, parents and students knew about other schools in the world 
successfully offering this program. The only negative factor which 
sometimes prevented a school, particularly in a developing country, 
from adopting the IB was an economic one: a sum of approximately I0 
000 S~viss francs per annum may mean a lot or little depending on the 
schwi and the environment in which it operates. For ~xample, a 
school of 900 students whose tuition fees are 50 300 Swiss francs per 
child per year would have little difficulty absorbing the cost whereas 
another school of 300 students with annual tuition fees of 2 1300 Swiss 
francs would need to consider the adoption of the IB more carefully 
from a financial perspective. 

Ministries o j  Educatinn and National Goverrrments 

The approach to ministries of education and national governments is 
linked to program delivery: education authorities are not only invited 
to accept IB students but to participate in the examination process by 
providing examination expertise. 

In some countries education ministry approval was essential for 
universiry acceptance of the IB and for i: to be trialled in government 
schools Even where this was not the case, education ministry approval 
would gkve credibility to the IB in private, independent schools and to 
its recognition In universities. The French ministry of education was 
the first to be involved; the highly centralised tertiary and secondary 
education sectors made it mandatory to have ministerial blessing for 
trialling the IB in a state lyc& - St Germain-en-Laye (Paris) - and 
granting recognition in French universities Wher. ISES was formed it  
&clared that English and French were to be the official languages for 
the IB exammations. This strengthened the support from the French 
ministry of education. In fact a grench ISA Committee chaixed by 
Monsieur Trouille was in existence in 1564 (BA 13th General Assembly 
Minutes 1964) 

Madame Hatinguais (education official), Inspectrice GbnPrale in the 
French ministry was a member of the Conference of International 
Schools and had been contacted by k 3 c h  about the IB through their 
connection as Quakers. She was a powerful figure in French education 
who, together with Recteur Jean Capelle (education official), director of 
pedagogy with the French ministry of education and creator of the 
National Institute of Applied Sciences at Lyon, represented two leaders 
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in educational reform in France. They both became very involved with 
ISES and the IB. 

The cwperatlon of the French reflects t h r  senslttvity to significant programs 
in cducation, and mirron tkir appreciation of a bilingual Engltsh-Fmch 
venture, by which an internat~onal clientele is offered relatively secure access 
to French w.livei$itres and further appreciation of the culture they r e p m t  
(Leach 1%9a: 57). 

In March 1961 French ministry officials were present at the French 
Section of the European Teachers Association Conference where the IB 
\.;as presented. In January 1965 Recteur Capelle joined the I5ES 
Council. Renaud's January 1965 visit to French ministry officials in 
Paris has already been mentioned for its importance in gaining 
university recognition of the IB in that country. 

On the 14th and 15th of April 1964 Leach (teacher) and Siotis 
(university stafi), while on a mission to the USA to introduce ISES and 
the IB were received by Jack Eager (non-education professional), 
hsistant  to U Thant, in New York. He agreed to promote ISES and the 
I 0  project for the International Year of Development, 1965 - that is, to 
send information to all governments, UN Associations, NGOs (Non- 
Government Organisatiorz) a ~ d  Branches of the UN in the Secretary- 
General's name (Report of USA Visit by R Leach to Introduce ISES, I - 
15 April 1964)- This was a most significant step in promulgating IB 
project information at the highest levels. 

On the 4th November 1964 Renaud (teacher) presented the IB program 
to the 13th General Qssion of UNESCO. This was supported by the 
Swss and Beigium governments who asked the Director-General of 

to recommend to the Secretary-General of the UN the 
~nclusion of the IB project in the program of the International Year of 
Development, 1965 Leach and Siotis had paved the way in New York 
for the presentation by Ren~r?d a ~ d  the sbpport of the SW-iss and 
Belgium governments, 

An eve1.t concerning a non-education professional of great 
international standing occurred on the 3rd of May 1965 when the 
Secretary-General of the UN, U Thant, visited the International School 
of Geneva. Picasso had donated a painting of his daughter for a UN 
stamp which was sold to raise funds for the International School of 
Geneva and UNIS; U Thant was there to launch the stamp (Thornas 
interview 1942). Although not uniquely associated with the 18, his 
presence added a distinct mark of credibility to its acceptance at 
government level in a number of countries. Headmasters Meyer 
(Roquette had retired in 1964 after 33 years at the school) and Cole- 
Baker, and the chairman of the board, Goormaghtigh, presented the 18 
proposal to him on the occasion d this official visit to the school which 
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had k e n  originally created to educate the children of UN civil servants. 

Mr Scherer (headmaster), proviseur of the state-owned Lyck  of St 
Gemair-en-Laye near Paris was an advocate of the IB in his school. He 
took up his position there in 1%5 (until 1989) as preliminary work on 
the IB was taking place in Geneva. ffherer was greatly impressed by the 
quality of those working for the XB. He first became involved when an 
acquaintance introduced him in 1955 to Dorothy Goodman in Paris, an 
American educator who founded Washington Internationai Schml in 
1966. She spoke to Scherer about the IB (Scherer interview 1992). From 
1967 the IB Office established exchanges with various international 
organisations (such as IBE and the Council of Europe). In France, the IB 
Office made contact with the Institut Pbdagogique National which led 
to its association with the Centre International &Etudes Pt5dagogiques at 
Svres  where Madame Matinguais was director (Hayot 1984: 129). As a 
result, the French government agreed in 1969 to participate in a pilot 
project wikh the iB  Office for 15 years until 1984 and to accept the IB 
diploma as a university entrance qualification in France for foreign 
students studying in France and for French students studying abroad, 
but not for French nationals studying in France (Hayot 1984: 128). The 
IB was accepted in France for educational reasons. At the time the 
French education ministry was working on reforns to the French 
baccalaureate and i t  was believed that "much of the support for the IB 
was due to the fact that the IB was very much on target in that it 
incorporated the commitment to general edueation while, at the same 
time, ensuring a great variety of choice, thus minimising early 
specialisation" (Hayot 198.2: 130). 

At the UNEXO Annual Conference in 1968, non-education 
professionals representing Switzerland, Cameroon and Chile referred to 
the work of XBO and its Oxford Research Unit and invited the Director- 
General of UNESCO to link the IBO with the corresponding part of the 
UNESCO propct on comparability, equivale~ce and recognition of 
diplomas (Renaud 1974: 7). The involvement of actors with such 
diplomatic leverage was positive for the IB. While the researcher has 
been unable to find my primary source information to elucidate why 
these representatives took this action, one may speculate that, in the 
context of UNEgO, the IB was a means of providing equal educational 
opportunity to children of all nations; it would help to redress the 
imbalance between developing and developed countris. It is worth 
noting that two of the countries. Switzerland and Chile, each had a 
school participating in the six year experiment. The impetus therefore 
stems from educational and ideological factors. 

In 1968 IBO was commissioned by CERN (Centre E u r o w n  de 
Recherche NuclPaire - Europan Nudear Research Centre) to provide a 
theoretical curficulum model for an international schao1 to be set up 
on the site of its new accelerator (Director-General's Annual Report 
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1968-1949). This showed great confidence in the IB from an organisation 
with member governm~nts scattered across the globe. h 1970 IBO 
submitted to CERN in Geneva a paper entitled "Design of a Thmretical 
Model for an Irkernational School at CERN IX" (Director-General's 
Annual Report 1969-1970). Hampton, director of CERN and a non- 
education official, was influenced by economic reasons: to attract the 
best researchers in the world he had to provide appropriate 
international education for their children (Renaud interview 1991). 

In 1970, International Education Year, "330 sent full informat',? on all 
activities to education ministers of at1 member states of the UN, 
encouraging them to give their support to this int~rilational 
experiment" (IBQ Semi-Annual Euiietin n4 May 1970: 17). The annual 
ISA conference was held at UN Headquarters, New York, where U 
T h u t  gave the opezing address. 

In 1972 Peterson addressed a number of meer~ngs on the IB in the UK 
including the annual conference of Her Majesty's Inspectors. He spoke 
on BBC radio abmt his baok which was published in the same year by 
Harrap: international Baccalaureate ;IS0 Annual Bulletin n8 
Xovernber 1972: 11). 

In Map 1974 Goormag'ntigh (noneducation professional;, chairinan of 
the I 8 0  Council of Foundation, attended a Meeting of Ministries of 
Education in E u i ~ p e  held in Bucharest; solutions to student mobility, 
the content and duration of higher education and r:ew trends in 
curricula and methods were among the issues discussed. This provided 
very useful cantacks for IBO vis-a-vis European universities (IBO 
Annual Bulktin n l l  Nov 1975: 13) 

In 1974 Peterson, former x~niversity staff, and Renaud, former teacher, 
now both education officials of IBO as director and deputy-director 
respectiue!y attended the Eighteenth General Conference of UhjESCO 
and sought to establish the IBO under UN control fro:,% 1977 for 
economic reasons. (Peterson 1972: 39. 

P.t the second inter-governmental IF3 conference in London in February 
1978, the iecretary of State f r r  Education and Sci~nce (a non-education 
professional since it was a political appointment) spoke of the flexibility 
and choice p rov i ld  by the I 8  and rhe need to rethink English "A" 
levels as a result. This was a politically powerful message in favour of 
the IB. 

Examining Bodies 

C n l a c t  with the French ministry of education had also provided dirwt 
links with those in the ministry respoi~sible for the French 
baccalaureate exarninatian. Where an education system was highly 
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centralised, as in France, the task af prornulgating the IB to the various 
educational layers - universities, exarninir:g boards and schools - was 
much less onerous on the ISES and the IB Office. A major drawback 
would occur, however, if the central authority rejected the idea; in this 
case its educational constituents must comply. (The reverse is, of 
course, equally true). This could mean, far instance, that the French 
baccalaureate examining board would not pern~it the IB to be taught in 
French government schools and would not recognise the IB for 
universit, entrance in France, even wnere the IB had been obtained in 
a school in another country. 

4 dece~itralised system, while requiring much more effort and expense 
to contact all relevant authorities, is able to accommodate different 
responses at different levels. For example, an education ministry in one 
state in Germany or Australia might not accept the If3 to be taught in 
government schools, yet the universities in the same state might 
readiiy agree to accept IB diploma-holders from other states or 
countries. The independent components of a decentralised system 
reduce the possibility of total rejection but create a more complex and 
expensive marketing e>::.rcise. In a highly centralised system, the 
relevant authority, once it agrees, will ensure compliance through its 
own communication networks. The French baccalaureate examining 
board was, then, very ininrested as the French education ministry had 
accepted :he idea in prizciple. 

Education in the USA, while highly decentralised in many respects, did 
(and still does: have onfi recognised authority for college and university 
enii.:nce exarrinations: the College Entrance Examination Board 
(CEEB). When Dr Harian Hanson (&uca;ion official), director of the 
Advanced Placement Program of the CEEB, joined the ISES Councii in 
Jmuary 1955 the support of this examination board followed. The CEEB 
<?id not, however, control the colleges and universities; it provided a 
service across rhe USA which was accepted by the t e r t i a ~  institutions. 
The CEER supges@ kc i ts  constiF~?nr"y ;hat the iB be accepted for 
advanced placem@t attd the colieges and universities agreed. 

The February 1967 Svres  IB Conference was a landmark in bringing 
together four education officials representing examining boards from 
diffeeent countries. 

FOI :~ l e  first time in histoey the director @f ttk? College Ennance Examination 
h r d ,  the director of the French baccalaureate. the director of the Oxford- 

Examination Board and the director of the S w i ~  Federal Slamit6 sat 
down to dimss ~ducational matter; ' -ether (Leach 1959a: 90). 

The examining boards reached agreemenrs to support the IB: these 
actars recommended trial examinations and provided experi examiners 
to ensum that the IB iulfilled national requirements. They were 
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to improve (heir o ~ n  national systems by being in;olved in {he 
pouling of idsas on an international scale. 

Program Delivery 

Actors concerned with program delivery fall into three main categories: 
teachers who deliver the program in schools, examiners (mosily 
university staff) rvho examine the subjects and IB Office personnel 
[education officials) who produce and disseminate rules and 
regulations, subject syllabi and teachers guides. These human and 
material resources are shown in Figure 9.1. Teachers were not paid by 
ISES, nor were ihe examiners during the first pears of the trial 
esaminaiions. The diagram refers to the delivery only; the creation of 
the IB program and the writing of syllabus documents was discussed in 
the design stage, 

IB Program Delivery T 

subject syllabi % teachers' 
guides 

rules & regdations for: 
. exam procedures 
. acceptance of schools to teach 
IB 

. awarding of diplomas, 
certificates 

Figure 9.2 Components of IB Prngram Delivery 

The ISES itself provided the administrative infrastructure necessary for 
rhe delivery of the program. From its inception an examinations board 
existed. During the developmental years, 1963 to 1970, program design 
and teacher training were a simultaneous activity. As the subject 
committees gradually expanded their membership beyond tearhers 
from the International School of Geneva and Atlantic Co!lege, a wide 
cross-section of teachers in a number of countries became familiar with 
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the rationale of the IB, the mntent of their subjec!, and possible 
meti-adological approaches in keeping with the spirit of the whole 
program. 

The 1957 IB Conference at S v r e s  ser-?ed a design and marketing 
iu~.<tion but was also i m p .  :nt for recruiting quality examiners and 
developing rules and regulations for the diploma and its examinations. 
Chief examiners for each subject were appointed; they were all weople 
of standing with long experience of examining at this level in national 
systems. They were responsible for approving examination papers, 
ensuring uniformity in standards of marking and settling any 
disagreement between examiners (Mowat 1968: 283-2841. In December 
1967 the IBQ Examinations Soard was established under the 
chairmanship of Dr W Halls; the chief examiners comprising this board 
are Iisted in Appendix 11. For the 19681969 year the following changes 
were made: 

Prof Baesch igeography) University of Zurich 
Madame Dreyfus (philosophy) Inspectrice d'AcadGmie, France 
Prof Mautschka (music) Frankfurt Hochschule f;ir Musik 
Monsieur Troger (plastic arts) Professor at the Conservataire 

de Paris 
(ISA Report on the International Baccalaureate August 1968 to 
July 1959). 

The quality of the examiners was always an important consideratioc; it 
gave the IB the credibility it needed in its early days. 

It was reported in 1968 that those teaching the IB courses were regularly 
brought together to ensure a harmonisation of methodology and level. 
Chief examiners regularly visited participating schools to ensure 
effective program delivery !IBO Annual Bulletin nl Nav 19683 4). 

Teachers around the globe were influenced principally <y technical 
analvsis of the program; i t  responded to the needs of the internationai 
studem in academic and cultural terms. Ideological (viorking towards a 
peaceful world) and education& (access to universities) concerns also 
played their part. Examiners were much further removed from the 
students than the teachers, most of them being in universities. Their 
reasons for becoming involved were based on technical analysis of the 
program; they were impressed with the st-lndard and scope of work 
required. At the same time, examiners were not immune to the 
ideological, educational and cultural advaniages of an IB. Until 1971 
examiners were largely unpaid and formed, together with the teachers, 
a considerable group of actors on whose gwdwill the IBO depended. 

The first General Guide to the IB was published in 1970 in English and 
French for participating schools. It contained information a b u t  
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university acceptance, general regulations, the profile of tke diploma, 
and syllabus guides for nineteen subjects, A second edition was printed 
in 1972 covering examination sessions until '978 and 0 t h ~ ~  guides 
fol1owed. 

The IB Office personnel had gradually increased over the years. People 
suc;~ as Ruth Bonner and Gerard Renaud Were idealists working fsr a 
better wor!d; they saw how increased international mobility could 
ereate friendships and understanding across nations, yet students were 
having difficulties being accepted at universities when they did not 
have the qualifications of the country in which the university was 
situated. The educational need of 2n international pre-university 
diplorna was the means to realising, at last in part, their ideological 
god and at the same time providing students with a prograrr. not 
confined to any one particular culture. They attracted people of the 
same iik such as Peterson who initially was interested in the wide 
choice offered by the p r o p o d  IB as against :he restrictid choice of "A" 
!eveIs; that is, he found the technical aspect erciking, Neverti~eless he 
too had an icleolagy concerning world peace; Fie had seen active service 
in the Second World War and had a vision whi!:h encompassed global 
citizenship (Renaud and &mner interviews '1991). 

Human and Material Resources 

'This section refers to personnel and materiai ~upplieci by ISES (and later 
khe 1U Office) to epsure execution of the IB piagram. These are items for 
whi<:h funding was essential. An administrative str-~cture was 
necessary to put the IB into operation. At first, all invalved with the 
lSES were unpaid .-nthusiasts for international ed~cation, but i t  soon 
becarnc: kviden: that a more formal structure with full-time 
admi:\htrators and a secretariat was needed. Ruth Bonner became the 
first p;ird eniploy?e of ISES in 1965 as executive secretary (having been 
fuli-time secretary of the if;A in 1964 and a teacher at the Iriternatictnal 
Schoo'l of Geneva ixfore that). 

Aiec Prtrrsctz 

The next paid sppuinrtment was in 1966 when Aiec Peterson (university 
staff), director of 'the Department of Educational Studies at Oxford, 
became part-,time director of ISES and full-time director from january 
1957. The involve~aenl crf Peterson and Oxford extended the 
international dimension of the project beyond the group of visionaries 
at the hternational Sthaol of Geneva and gave an aura of prestige to 
the IB idea. From the late 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  the International School of Geneva had 
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Education where, in the early 1951)s, the two main research inte~ests 
were the structure of the sixth form currirulum and a comparative 
study of upper secondary curricula and examinations in conjunction 
with the Council of Europe by Dr W Halls (university staff), a member 
of Peterson's staff. Hence the teacher training and research projects 
brought both Peterson and Halls into contact with ISA and later EES in 
the early 1960s. Peterson visited the International School of Geneva for 
the first time in 1964 to attend an ISES meeting. In connection w ~ t h  his 
research W Halls had already visited Geneva and had had contact with 
ISES prlor to Peterson's involvement. 

During World War Two, having entered the teaching profession in 
1932, Peterson was Deputy-Director of Psychological Warfare for South- 
East Asia Command, sewing on Lord Mountbattr-n's staff; from 1952-54 
he was Director-General of Information Sewices during thp Maidysian 
emergency. This military backgound was to provide him with contacts 
at the highest levels - contacts which greatly assisted the acceptance of 
the IB by ministries of education and governments, Lord Mountbatten 
(non-education professional) was very influential in this regard and 
would provide Peterson with a brusque naval introduction: "Want to 
know sorneth~ng about the IB? Here's Alec Peterson, one of my 
wartime spies -always recognise him by his sauffy beard" (Blackburn 
1988). Mountbatten was, of course, a legend in his own time. ''Lard 
Mountbatten came often to the British Embassy in Paris and met with 
three or four French government ministers to promote the IB' (Scherer 
interview 1992). "Mountbatten perceived the potential of the IB 
without having any idea of its strucl~.e. He liked travelling around the 
world calling on his many contacts to promote W C s  and the IB" 
(Sutc!iffe intemiew 1992). For k a c h  he was an "extremely important 
man who spoke beautiful French" (Leach interview 1991). Mountbatkm 
was propelled by his ideology; in February 1968 he agreed to become 
chairman of the W C  organisation "as his final contribution to the 
avoidance of World War Three" (Peterson 1987: 66). 

Peterson was headmaster of government and independent schools in 
England, the last of which was Daver College before he took up his past 
at Oxford In Sepiember 1962. He was a staunch campaigner against what 
he regarded as the over-specialisation of British education at pre- 
university level. (This debate about "A" levels continues today). This 
explains his enthusiasm for the IB which provides a brc -&r basz for 
students. He was a recognised expert in comparative education and a 
ieading pionr-r in international education in Britain and beyond 
(Blackburn 1988). Through his mi!itary connections he visited Atlantic 
College at St Donays (Wales) for the first time in 1961 where Rear- 
Admiral Desmond Hoare had been appointed foundi~g  headmaster; 
Blackburn war deputy-headmaster. During the summer of 1962 
Peterson worked with Blackburn to provide a broad scademic 
curriculum to khe students who were to enter this ijrst of the United 
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World Colleges in September of the same year (Peterson 1987: 9). 
Atlantic College became involved in I 3  syllabus construction with 
teachers from Geneva in 1963. This provided another conduit of 
intorma:ion a !out the Geneva project which raised Peterson's interest. 

He was a persc.:. >f high leverage in educational and diplomatic circles. 
Said the provise r of the Lyck of St Gerrnain-en-Laye (Paris), the first 
French school itr ~ f f e r  the IB: "We vas a great man of vision who had 
wqrked with Mountbatten" (Scherer interview 1992). "A vislut.ary with 
charisma. He had the necessary academic standing to make the IR 
credible. He was very competent and convincing in public" (Ritchie 
interview 1992). Sutclifie, ctarrently headmaster of t-ie United World 
College of the Adriatic in Trieste and a teacher at Atlantic College 
(where he later was headmaster) when it  opened in 1962, described 
Peterson as "rational, imaginative, with fantastic persistence. He was a 
g w d  speaker an3 uriter who made an enormous contribution. He 
wanted to broaden ine 'A' levcls through the TB" (SvtcYfe interview 
2992). "Peterson had a great reputation. The Ford Fnundatioti accevted 
him; he had the contacts and the academic standing" (Leach interiiew 
1991). "He was admire6 ily his students. He was concerned a'boul Uie 
whole person. Ife was un sage'' (Renaud interview 19911. '"Pe:erson was 
very irnpress'vr. He had a major r ~ l e  in developing tne philcjuphicai 
underpinnings of the IB. He was an outstandin; international 
education figure" (Gellar interview 1991). W+nson (intersiew 1992) 
desc~ibei Peterson as a "bright, caring, dviliserl" person who "disliked 
the 'h' le-iels and was educationally attracted to the I%." Gathier 
(interview 1997) said "peterson was the backhne, the mental father of 
the 1%. He was devoted and zealous - a co3tinuing source of inspiration. 
He knew everybody arid had good ideas and internationai contacts." 
Gal us (interview 1992) said he had "i~.credible enersy enthusiasm, 
a d  was a phenomenal cl~airrnan." The IB project became firmly 
e 5 h ~ ~ ~ -  g a Y ~ ~ ~ k e d  wkeii Peterson became part-time director or' ISES in 1966. 

Other adminislrators, educational professionals and s w e t a ~ i a l  
assistants were gradually appointed ss the ISES expmded infc the IB 

Oxfard Research Unit 

Curin:: Peterson's first visit to the Inlernatioaai School of G e n ~ ~ a  in 
P:ovember 1954 cdlahration with the Oxtord Department c? Edurakion 
was established. ?t b t c a m ~  a research Fenhe for the I3 project, working 
ingether with the ISES (and 1a;er :he IB Office) administration in 
Geneva (Peterson 1987: 22). Prior interest h ~ d  already Dfen expressed by 
W Hall* who had attended the March 7964 S e v r ~  Conference of the 
European Teachers Assaciatio-?; French Section, representinb the 
Oxford Depxtment of Education. Oxford had been there because of their 
research into sixth form curriculum in Britain and a c~n~parakive study 
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of preuniversity courses across Europe; the Institut Pedagogique de 
Svres  was interested in a broader-than-European baccalaureate. 

The Oxford Research Unit was established within the Department of 
Educational Studies at Oxford in 1967. Dr W Halls, who had Seen 
working on an Oxford/Council of Europe study of curricula and 
examinations, was appointed director and remained so until 1972. The 
unit had a house at Oxford at its disposal, rent free. It had completed 
the following work as at May 1971: sta%tical analysis of IB examinatiort 
results, comparisons of IB results witin national examinations (for 
students who sat both), follow-up of students at university, the 
development of interdisciplinary courses, and the establishment of trial 
taxonomies of objectives for history and biology (IBO Semi-Annual 
Bulletin no May 1971: 7). 

The IB Research Unit at Oxford continued with a number of activities 
during the 1972-1973 school year. The annual statistical analysis of IB 
examination results included reports on the distribution of marks, 
mean sccres, variance, and the correlation between written and oral 
examinations and school assessment. The follow-up study of IB 
diploma holders was being done by Mr Stephens, IBO Universities 
Liaison Officer, using three questionnaires. In tne first the student 
provided infgrmation concerning his or her personal record - previous 
schools, Ianguages spoken, future plans for education - and an opinion 
on the value of his or her I3 studies. The second questionnaire was 
completed by the student's IT3 school to provide information 
concerning the student's general bac~ground and health, choice of IB 
subjects, attitude and intelic.ctua1 standard. The third questionnaire was 
completed by the shadent a: the end of the first year at university; it 
sought con~ments orz progress and the advantages and disadvantages of 
be IF! program zs compared to the nzticnz! programs ~f &!low 
students. A test of ethnocenbicity was given to diploma candidates. 
Information on the creative, aesthetic and social activities of diploma 
candidates compared with those who had followed national programs 
w i s  also pursued. 

Far 1972-1973 the Research Unit was reorganised under the direction of 
Dr Kevin Marjoribanks replacing W Hails who had to devote time to 
the increasing amount of research in other fieIds. A steering committee 
was set up under the chairmanship of Alec Peterson. Other members of 
staff included Mr I.  Stephens, universities liaison officer and Mrs A 
Hampton, curriculum di-*elopment officer who worked in Geneva 
(IBO Annual Bulletin n9 Nov 1973: 12-13). The Research Unit consisted 
of p&d personnel who were almost all university academics. 

Halls and Majoribanks were particularly interested through technical 
analysis oi the IB program and i ts examinations. They were university 
researchers and were therefore academically attracted to the IB project. 



-*\+h what he had been doing. 

In July 1974 the Oxford Researeh Unit closed down although it was to 
have monitored the TB during the six year trial period from 1970 to 
1975. Majoribanks left to take up the Chair of Education ak Adelaide 
LIniversity, Australia (where he is currently vice-chancellor) and the 
responsibility for evaluating the final year of the proect was transferred 
to Geneva (IBO Director-General's Annual Repwst 1972-1974 1. 

By I976 some decentralisation had occurred. IB North America was 
formed in 1975, there was a London office of XBO and the Oxford 
Research Unit. Regional offices g~adually appeared in the years to come 
in South America, South East issia and India for organising teacher 
seminars, far visits to schools by regional officers and to generally 
provide a cioser contact with IBO in Geneva through local 
representatives. All materials such as examination papers, teachers 
guides and course statements were not, however, land are still not) part 
of ihe decentralisation action; the exception is the distribution of 
examination papers (from masters provided) to the large number of 
North American schools by the IB North American Office (1BO Arztual 
Bulletin n12 hrovember 1976: 31). 

Without financial assistance to pay salaries and travel, to set up an 
of.'ice and to supply materials the project would not have proceeded. 
The Twentieth Century Fund ar.d the Ford Foundation gave the most 
support to the IB project. Other benevolent foundations gave assistance 
at a later stage. The Ford Foundation funding was the most substantial. 
UNESCO provided a number of small contracts to ISA, and later to the 
IE 3ffice which related to program d a i w  and were descussed in 
Chapter 8. While individually small, these contracts amnunted to a 
considerable sum over time. 

There are two levels of actors here: those who belong to ISES or the IB 
Office and seek funding, and those who respond on behalf of funding 
organisations. The factors iniluencing ISES and IBO actors have been 
discussed. They were motivated by an ideological visiort of world peace, 
by the need for mutual understanding of different cultures, by t.le 
problems of university access associated with international mobility 
!demographic factor) and bj the educational desirability of offering a 
program with a truly international perspective, unconstraind by 
nationai imperatives. Comm~nt  will therefore focus on the responsive 
actors and the factors which influenced their behaviour or that of their 
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UNESCO 

This section discusses attempts to have UNESCC) give a long-term 
commitment of support, and to oversee and underwrite the whole TB 
operation. 

In November 1974 Peterson and Renaud attended the 18th General 
Conference of UNESCO asking for the €0 to come under UN conhoi 
from 1977 (Peterson 1972: 31). Fourteen countries ptoposed that the 
Director-General UNEXlO examine the possibility of contributing to 
the continuation of the IB Office and submit a proposal to the next 
(nineteenth) General Conference.The countries were Canada, Egypt, 

Iran, Switzerland, Uruguay, Malta, Morocco, Mauritius, Mexico, 
Nigeria, Tanzania and Togo. The 70 delegations present accepted this 
with a unanimous vote. The actual resolution recognised the 
considerable progress in devising a common program and stzndards 
across nations at upper secondary level, and access to universities 
worid-wide. The proposers hoped that this service to many nations 
could be reinforced under the international control of UNESCO. 

This did not occur and a number of reasons have been suggested. For 
leach, WESElU's main work was to compare national education 
systems and to provide means of improving the education system in 
individual count:ies through the exchange of information and people. 
From its beginning in 1945 one of its principal projects had been to 
eradicate illiteracy. '"Although an international organisation, UNESCO 
recogxised education as a n n t i o n ~ l  prerogative" (Leach 1%9a: 6). 
Peterson agrees with teach and thought UNESCO rejected 
incorporating IS0 into its structure 

... possibly because there is no tradition within UNESCO ?i actually oprating in 
ihe field of education as i t  does in the fields of sder.c and culture, through inde 
pendent organisations either existing or set up for the p u r F e .  IJNEKQ 5r-m 

always to have regarded education as a matter for tk member states (Pete. 3n 
1981: 87). 

At the second IB inter-governmental conference in London in 1978 the 
kmetary of State for Ed~cation ar'd Science said that UNESCO did not 
have the resources to take on the IB project (Inter-governmental 
Conference Report 1978). At the third IB inter-governmental conference 
in 1981 in Brussels, Goormaghtigh said: "UNESCO, the only relevant 
inter-governmental organisation, decided the IB was better left to a 
separate foundation" (Inter-governmental Conference Report 1981, 
Annex 111). UNESCO certainly had other priorities. Moreover the IB 
might not have developed as independently as it had if it had been 
conkolied by UNESCO. Its pc!itical, ideological and cultural context 
prevented it from engagirxg in an international education venture 
when its main purpose was to assist national education in each country 
through exchanges of information and ideas. To have taken on the TB 



systems UNESCO set out to improve. 

While UNESCO support was much appreciated, Cole-Baker, 
Goorrnaghtigh and Leach realised in the ea iy  1960s that it was 
inadequate and too uncertain if the !B project was to develop. Funding 
on a much larger scale had to be sought. Approaches were made to 
various organisations including the Twentieth Century Fund and the 
Ford Foundation. 

The Twentieth Century Fund 

After the ISA General Assembly of 1962, that association submitted a 
research project to the Twentieth Century Fund. Finance was sought for 
the creation of a series of international examinations starting with 
contemporaw history and assessing reactions in different parts of the 
world. The research would: 
, assess actual conditions ir, international schools; 
. evaluate work on standardised curricula; 
. investigate the possibility of international syllabi; and 
. assess reaction in various countries to an international examination 
and its acceptance for university entrance. 

The project should lead to the publication of a book; hence a first-rate 
author should accompany the research team. A full-time secretariat and 
a team of teachers were needed. The team, with the author, would visit 
groups of countries to allow practical assessment of the need for such 
an international examination The budget forecast was for US75 000 
(Research Project Submitted to the Twentieth Century Fund by ISA, 
1962). 

teach made contact with Georges-klenri Martis (a Swiss national), 
member of the h a r d  of the International School of Geneva and editor 
of the Tribune de GenPvenewspaper (Leach correspondence 1991 and 
ColeBaker correspondence 1992). Martin recalls receiving a visit from 
Leach to discuss a common history program for international schools 
and the preparation of the ISA funding proposal (written largely by 
Leach) to the Twentieth Century Fund (Minutes of the 2Jrd Meeting of 
:he IB Council of Foundation 1990: 15). Martin, a former foreign 
correspondent in Washington for French and Swiss newspapers, had 
two bays at the International School of Geneva. He was very 
influential, with important links to the USA. (Before retirement he was 
pres~dmt of the Academic Council of the University of Geneva). Wis 
enthusiasm secured the first major financial support for the IS project 
(Petersan 1972. preface). As a trustee of the Twentieth Century Fund, 
Martin xrsnged for August Heckscher, the director, to meet with a 
committee from the International Schml of Geneva to discuss the IEI 
proposal in the autumn of 1964. Heckscher was President Kennedy's 



Heckschef, after visiting Geneva in September 1964 and speaking with 
CofeBaker, Gvvrmaghtigh and others? sent Martin Mayer to Geneva 
from the Zbth to the 28th of November 1%4. Mayer, an education 
oificiai, had ben a consu!tant to the American Council of Learned 
%ciet;e and a member d the Freside~ !tis Panel on Educational 
Resear:\. He had published three books on ducation and was research 
director for the Twentieth Ceniury Fund iTweniieth Century Fund 
Annu l  R e p r t  1965: 38). 

ktaver r e ~ r t e d  that the IB ~ropusal  was fascinating but thst the 
erianisaGon %%=as very weai and needed considerable finahcial support 
to s:rengthm it  i&ia-ver 1%: 0.a the 8th of December 1964, ISES 
rrut'iud a letper in?m Heckscher granting U S 7 5  000 for the next three 
years - I965 to 1968 - md comrnissionine Mayer to write a book on the 
cmtizci. T:fr funding proposal as originally presented by the ISA was, 
then, ac~~cryt~d. The grant was far "adn inistrative costs, travei, and 
zimierr~rrr and ~~erl ishops" iTwentieth Century Fund correspondence 
19901 The F\ventiith Centiiry Fund responded because its 
reprewn'atirei: weit' influenced bv actors of high Leverage such as 
.- . 
L ss ~~~r~e1 ; -Ffenr i  < M.~r:in id the Tribiinr de Gt..~P?lt,and they saw the 
ecil;c;itianni pilirniiai %.hi& iechnica: analysis af the 7rogram had thus 
iai  ic.-6-raied, 

1:: t%iS the Twentieth Century Fund gave .. a further grant of US$75 000 
risr rhrrs - more vears iAlthough :his did allurv us to extend our 
. - : i r r i i ~ i l ~ ~  stiidis and trt employ some pnnanent  staff, we still 

3-2 L - 
IXE~.ULL.L~ :I r n ~ i ~ i l  morr s~ib~tantial  income to get the project off the 
.F:,.Sni ,is.....i ' ifide-Rxker correrpitnrtenr~ 1989); The Ford Foundation then 
pri~vrti !L? be a major k n ~ t a r i o r .  

- , ke reader \\-ill rrmernber that the Ford Foundation had already 
dt.:nc>nstrated an interest ih international education with its grant of 
l r#..* ; -  3L,c>0 .,. & uNE< to ,?e:-e!og inte~nationa! priz;r~ s&tw! carrjna12 
=3n3 ' . .  ,~ . ' ~  - t i ~dv  the applicakiar~ in the USA uf the UNIS exgwrience in 
;n:c.*rndi;ona! e.iuiati:ln USA Fnutih Assembly Minutes 1955). in 
Augu.~! I963 Knight :c$ the International fchrkl uf Geneva) - - -~ 

un.brce.;siu.iiy ~~ visited the Ford Foundation in NEW Y ~ r k  "an &half of 
*&~-'*-.. b-.~' . ;.t ;x..L.3 ~ a n i r  lSES :r? promate :he I3 idea and seek funding" (Knight 
cisr:sp?nilertcr I*3Pt:. 

in Match and April 1964 af, :SE5 ntission went to the USA to introd~icc 
:he [B. firundatiitn viiiciais w e e  interested. Leach and Siotis had sent 
l;xttrr* to the iarnegie, Fur$ and Roskefeller foundations and tollowcd 
+L_- ._+ U,; I_+r,  --Y;iti a ~ i 3 j i  fro13 the 1st to :h= 15th of Apri! $964. The 9th and 



interest, i n4  the<~iundati.>n said they would visit Geneva with a 
consultant. This foundation was investing several million US dollars 
in providing a new building for UNIS and thought that the new 
curriculum development emanating from Geneva would suit the 
schw: (Feterson 1987: 22). 

During ltme and July of 1965, ColeBaker persuaded the h a r d  of the 
Internationai Schml of Geneva to send sixteen teachers to an education 
conference in Denver, Colorado. "Members went in pairs on different 
raiites in Canada and the USA, some going a few weeks before the 
conference, others after the meeting (Cole-Baker 1990: 38). The visit had 
two objectives: to broaden the pedagogical and curriculum outlook oi 
the teaching staff and to inform schmls and universities of IB 
developments in Geneva. 

The consuitant did go to Geneva in June 1Yb5 and spoke with Cole  
Baker (who had not joined the sixteen staff in North America). Coie  
Baker gave him details of the IB program. 

(The rrmsultant) consider& the project worthy of cnnsideration and a d v i d  me 
that thc Ford Foundation would k mtxting i i l  a few weeks to make grants for the 
axnint; year. ... My m r c t s ~ q .  and I worked virmaliy non-stop for three days to 
~ u t  to~cthcr :he fa& and the future developments. I received a letter from the 
Ford Foundason asking nte in attend a Itcnch in New York to put forward the 
~ 1 1 4 .  X rerepilnn was also arranged for the evening in order that a number of 
1ntere1c-d p p l r  might question me on the proe t  (Col+Baker 1990: 3-39), 

c"n!+Eaker we>? to New Ycrk and asked Nansi Poire! and GPrard 
Rrnaud irvhu were plrt of the Geneva staff visiting Canada and the 
USA) ;a join him ai the evening reception artd give their views. 

Alihoigta - interested, the Ford i!ciundatian had same doubts atmut the 
capacity of the [SE5 s-nd the kachers at the schocrl in Geneva to bp able 
noindertake such a huge prcrpct. Firm and credible leadership was 
4 In a :eFr: to the Twentieth Century Fund, Mayer described 
some of the reasons which rnav have ccntributed to uneasiness by the 
Ford Foundarion: 

From mtd-f% to mid-19%. ISES $tarnred through a srrirs of p w n a l  nisrr. 
qutmionablt; financial allexations and unshtisiactory pane! mmiings, white the 
Courtnil resited any c r p n s m  of the membership which would diminish tk 
crdlumrp of Geneva ihia-wr I!ML 225); 

;.each repr t s  that fSES was ai):nnsi without funds at that time (Leach 
'?9,'13: 611. Peterwn. of unquestionabie educational stature and with 
dipionatic connections, agreed to k o m e  part-time (and later full- 
time) ifir+x-,-ta~ of !SES. Together t.iith Harlan Harison they met for one 
hour  with Shep Stone in the New York offices of the Ford Foundation 
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in late 1960. The preliminary overtures dating back to Knight in 1%3 
had ensured that the I% project was well known. Peterson and Hanson 
gatye the reassurance that fhe Ford Foundation needed: a solid 
commitment by Oxford and the College Entrance Examination Board 
(Peterson 1987: 23). 

Thev were successful, as the following extract from the "International 
understanding" section of the Ford Foundation Annual Report 1966 
shows. 

One problem of international education is the wide difference in college entrance 
vuireatents in various muntries, which often makes it difficult for a high- 
$cl'1002 graduate in one country to qualify for a university in another. For this 
reason, the Foundation made a grant of U S  3@3 OQQ to the international Schools 
Examination Sjmdicate, in Geneva, for design of an international exam;nation; a 
smdent who p a d  it would h. enritld to enter most of the world's c o l l c p  and 
cmiversiries. Funds will also be used to improve the examination through 
~o~suitst ion with national experts, negotiate its acceptancu, and establish 
standards for grading it (Ford Foundation Annua! Report 1966: 34). 

This quotation provides evidence of factors which influenced the 
Foundation to grant the money. Obviously its representatives were 
attracted to the idea of a Froject which would alleviate difficulties of 
accss to universities, but they were aiso attracted by the educational 
pufentiat of the IB program as a result of technical analysis. This is not 
to sav that they were disinterested in the ideological and cultural 
asF&, but the pedagogical spin-off for national American schools 
loomed Iarge in their decision to provide assistance. In addition SRep 
Stone was impressed by the high educational leverage of Peterson and 
f--Ian~or, who represented two of the must prestigious universities in 
the wadd - C)xk>~.d and Fiarvard (Hanson had a Harvard PhD and had 
lectured there) - and who held highly influential positions. 

The grant was for three years and was made in October 1966. Coie-Baker 
saw the ciinching of this grant as the turning point of the whole 
exercise. <With these funds we were able to enlarge the whole 
operation to cover the entire spectrum of subjects and employ a 
compieie secretariat {Col~baker correspondence 1992!, M c r ~ v e r ,  the 
awarding of the Ford Foundation grant meant that UN15 would be 
more intahlved iri the IB project. Forward planning was now able to 

The continuation of the Ford Foundation grant depended on raising 
niker funds which the Foundation would match. During the 1947 and 
15% school year benefactors included thc? following: 

UK ikpartment of Education and Science E4 800 for 4 years 
Du!.ierton Trust E12 000 for 6 years 
Caiouste Gilibenkian Fund $I? W for 3 years 
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Wennes Gren Foundation $6 PSd for 3 years 
Twentieth Century Fund $25 000 for 3 years 
UNESCO $2 000 

(ISA Report on the International Baccalaureate August 1967 to July 

To these should be added grants from the Netherlands Government, 
the Federal German Goverltment, UNESCO and some contributions 
from banks and industrial corporations (Peterson 1972: 31 ). In 1969 
Momtbatten secured an audience for Peterson with the Shah of Iran 
which resulted in a grant of US$100 000 to IBO. Blouke Cams, who soon 
became a Council member, negotiated US$20 000 from the Hegeler 
Institute in the USA in 1974-75 (Peterson 1987: 90) which helped the 
establishment of the TB North American office (IBNA). Shortly after, 
Hanson secured funding up to a toal of USS30 000 from the Andrew W 
Mellon Foundation and Gil Nicol (executive director or IBNA) US$100 
000 from the Emon Education Foundahon, all for IBNP . 

The Ford Foundation gave a furthcr $200 000 in 1968 up to Juiy 1972. 
This, with other grants, ensured continuation of the project but with 
some limitations in proposed research. New fund-raising initiatives 
needed to be considered (ISA Report on the International Baccalaureate 
Augmt 1W to July 1969). 

Funding by Nationul Governments 

In 1964 Russell Cook, ISA chairman, suggested stimulating national 
government support for rnternational schools (Minutes of the ISA 13th 
General Assembly 1554 10-11). This marks the first recorded initiative 
by ISA to swk natronai government spocsorship for international 
schools on the basis that the citizens of particular countries are living 
abroad and r'nis is therefore a legitimate expense. Cook sugg~sted that it 
wouid be necessary to ascertain the number of governments subsidising 
nstronal schools abroad and to what extent such sudsidies might 
conflict with those to be attributed to international schools. At the time 
the idea went no further but it was later revived by the IBO and. for 
same years, provided a substantial pzrt of the fi~nding for that 
erpinisation. 

Plet Gathier, director-general ?f secondary education in the 
Netherlands, joined the IBO Council in 1974 at the invitation of Fernig 
of U 3 X X O  When i t  became increasingly unlikely thdt integration 
with UNESCO would take place, Goomaghtigh looked at alternative 
methods of securing inter-gov~rnmental support. Piet Gathier 
persuaded khe Netherland's minister of education to call the first Inter- 
governmental TB Conference in the Hague in February 1976. Nine 
countries pledged funding for the next two years: Belgium, Canada, 
Denn~ark, Italy, Morocco, Metherlands, Switzerland, UK, USA, Finland 



group of L J b f ~ ~ ~ ~  member states; it marked the beginningof a pried 
of government funding fIB Director-General's Annual Report 1975- 
197b). An important political development had now occurred: IBO 
moved from being a totally independent foundation in Geneva to an 
organisation partly supported by UNESCO member states. 

In February 1978 the second Inter-governmental IB Conference was 
held in London at the invitation of Shirley Williams, Secretary of State 
for Eduration and Sdence. Opened by EW-I the Prince of Wales< this 
conference attracted twice the number of governments as in the Hague 
two years before. Delegations at ministerial or other high official level 
attended from Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Greece. Hong Kong, Hungary, Italy, Japan, 
Kenya, Malaysia, Mexi~n, h4orocc0, Netherlands, Nlgeria, Norway, 
?o!anb, P~rtuga!, Saudi Arzbli, knega!, SpGn, Sri Lafika, Tanzmia, 
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA, USSR and Venezuela - 32 
counrries in all 

At this meeting Goormaghtigh proposed the creation of a Standing 
Conference of Governments (SCG) whose members would each 
contribute a sum of US$15 000 per year to the IBO. This suggestion was 
adopted as a resolution. Eight of the members of the K G  would be 
nominated to the 180 Council of Foundation, thus forming a third of 
that body, the other two thkds k i n g  representatives of the Standing 
Conference of Heads of i R  Schnvl (HSC) and the Executive Committee 
uf the i B 0 .  hiegales wekomed this resoiution "as sziting z ncw 
precedent for structuring international cooperation in education 
wiihai?t creating a new network of legal obligations or a new 
br?reauc:acy" (Peterson 1973: 16%). At :he conference dinner speeches 
were made by Lord Qonaldsurr, Minister for the Arts, by the Minister 
for Education of Senegal, by the Deputy Secretary-General nf the 
Cornmanwealth and by Earl (as he then was) hhuntbatten of Burma 
(Peterson 1978: 15.51. The creation nf the Standing Conference of 
Governments had the blessing of some very influential people and 
there was now fhe promise of a much more stable financial base than 
:ha: pro~ided oii!y by funding organisations; The influeneal iacior in 
creating the Standing Conferenceif Governments was economic. 

A significant number ol  governments saw the I5  as an innovation of 
great service ta both internatianal schools and national schcots by 
providing fresh ideas on curricul~am development and examining 
which couid prove to be important for national systems. 

In June 1976 the financial situation of IBO was critical. Peterson 
appea1ecl to .?B schools to asstsi and held a rr-eeiing of heads of some IB 



Swiss francs per year but Gellar, h&h of the International School of 
Copenhagen, said that it should be 10 000 Swiss francs. This was 
accepted and school funding of the IBQ began (Cellar interview 1991). 

In March 19T1 the Standing Conference of Heads of IB Schools was 
formed at the Palais des Nations at the initiative of Monsieur Lejeune, 
head of the International School of Geneva, following the 1976 London 
meeting with Petersan to discuss funding (Annual IB Bulletin 1113 1977 
25). School heads came together to determine the mode of financial 
part~cipation together with the government group which had met for 
the first time in 1976. ?eedagog;cal and administrative exchanges were 
also facilitated, 

During the l978 London Inter-governmental Conference Peterson 
reported on progress during the last two years. Exam entries were at 
riimost 2 400 per year and rising. Since 1'270 irlmcrst 9 000 students of 108 
nationalities had taken the IB examinations and approximately 6 000 
students were foll3uring the 1B curricula (Yeterson 1978: 163). TKs 
increase in participating schools gave more financial stability to the IB 
Office, 

Headmasters saw the educational potential of the IB in gaining 
university access and in offeriag an international program whlch they 
needed for the internationally mobile student body in their s ~ l r o o l ~ ,  
They wanted the IB to continue and valued its service to such an extent 
that they were willing to pay for it (Gellar interview 1991). 

Synthesis 

Table 5.2 is a chronological summary of events and principal actors in 
the adrnlnistration stage relatecl to activities such aimarketing, 
program deiivery and funding. ISES operated from 1964 until August 
1967 after which it became the IW. The IB North American office 
(IBNA) commenced in 1976. 

Sienificant Events 
B?? 
ISA sxbmin propsal to 20th &~N?Y Fund Leach teacher 

- 

Influence for !SA pm@ to 20tk C Fur& I Maptin non-ed prof&ionsl 



Jan: visit to int x h l s  in Belgrade, Brussrls, 
the H a y e ,  Milan, Teheran, Vienna 

March: IB p e n t a t i o n  to Europcan Tchs AWL 
Conf, FT *tion, Svrcs  

March/April: lSES mission to US u ~ v s  & schf: 

April: to Haward dr U Thant's office 

July: Int Conf of Public Instrueion, Geneva 

ISA visit to int x h l s  in Africa 

Nov: IB presentation to 13th General Session 
of m1hlESco 

IB ptojfft promulgated world.wide 

~ p p m x  U S 2  090 p a n t  to lSA/ISES re 
exchange of Eastern Br Western cultures 

1965 - 
fan: French ed ministry, Paris 

May: UN k G e n  visits int Schl of Geneva 

May/june: contact with Europaan govs dr xhls 

iuw: i X S  MW Cou~ci l  n v r n k s  
Fr rmnistry of rd 
USA interests 

JuneiJuiy: visit to schls in US br Canada 

IRE cod, Geneva 

!sly; p r ~ m t a t i o n  of 1B ic Ford Foundation 
in Wi 

Aug: meeting in lJSA with Sly af 1SS 

%pc new fraciseur of St Gematn+n-Laye 

Wov: G m m n  inters& on SSES Cauncil 

kpt:  further prrsntation to Ford Foundation 
in NY 

Wallach teacher 

Remud teacher, Z-fatinguais ed 
official 

Cole-Baker hdmasier & others 

Leach fch & Siotis univ staff 

Bonner USES Sec)ed official bt Renaud 
feuch,ars 
Cole-Baker hdmaster & McDowell 
tck 

Remud teacher 

20th C Fundfindirig org 

W E X O  Ass~naNd k h m l s  Project 
(contract begun in 1963 with ISA) 
UNESCO 

Rcnaud twcher 

U Thant. Gwrmaghtigh non-ed 
professionals, Cole-Baker hdmnstei 

Mayer, Bornred officials 

Capelle ed ofictal 
Cole(UNIS)hdmns:rr, lianson idnr, 
Adv Plrrni Frog CEEBf €6 offzckl 

16 teuchcrs Int Schl of Geneva 

Ca~ter  (Atlantic College) teacher 

Cole-Baker hdmssttr, Poirel & 
Renaud teacir~rs 

Cole-Baker hdmnster, Poirel %r 
Reiiattd te6ch~ts  

Scherer headmaster 

Fischer-Wollpert headmaster 

Petrrsnn (dir 1SE) 8 Hanson (dir 
CEEB) ed officials 
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Oa: USSO0 000 to EES Ford Foundationfunding org 

F&. IB Conf, Sevrcts 
syllabus & siandards commisGon Fiischei Wollpert (chair: hdmester, 

Renaud (comultant) ed official 
exam procedum mmmission Blackburn (chair) hdmaster, i'.ialls 

!consultant) rrnio staff 
CERN to validate IB Hampton (dir) :!on-ed professionnl 

Swiss Federal MaturitC! 
CEEB, FT Baccalaureate, Oxford-Cambridge, 

ilonsulmts to I5 project from Ford Foundation Bowles 6r Tyfered oficiais 

W-: univ recognition of IB to date - 
F r a m  Ministry of ed ed officials 
W s t  Germany Central univ authotityaniv sfajf 
15 UNVS in England individual univ sfsfi 
Asst. New Zealand, Switzerland (Zurich i z  
Genevai, Cmada (hl&ilt) & some US univs individual unio stafi 

I - 
! 

Praise for I= & rrcromh=ndation to D& representatives non-ed professiumls of 
UNEXO to !ink IRO with its projects 

S~~itze:land, Cametoon, C Rile 

IBCl mmrmssioned to produce a cm-i~xlurn Hampton (dir CEKN) nurr-ed 
mxkl f ~ ?  {ni %h1 projessional 

Approx US$Z irXi :n [SA/tBC :? ctudy mm- UNESCO 
prabilil, of univ=enirance eranis 

1 : W 5  031 to IRO (2nd *qant) 

Ford Foundation funding or8 
.- 

of Grmva. C ~ ~ n h a g c i ? ,  Eranurnin 
i lran? i'N1S. Atlantie foil, Goethe 
Gymnasium, ihem~aiy 5chl &rlin), 
5t Getmainzn-Laye (Paris), lnt College 

1 =-- 
By 1970 !B :aught cxcfusivcly in ... Int Schl of Geneva, Atlantic Col1 

First General Guide to IB pub in Eng br Fr IBO staff ed officials 

15-3 A m  Cod at tjN headquarters. NY- U Thant non-cd professioml 
Wec.&n LT-2 gave t k  o p n h g  a d d r m  

.-m 

IBO staff ed officials 



m 
Ppril: US$lD UO[] $3 m 0  UNESCO 

Mav: wrticiwtion at Meeting of Ministries of I Gmrmaghtigh (pres IBO) non-ed prof 

DEC: Mehng of Experts an hghrr ed, Beirut Renaud fdep-dir) ed officiul 

UNESCO 

lune: m t i n g  of heads of IB schls, London - Fete-son (dir IBO) ed official, Geiiar 
each IB schl to give 10 OOOSwiss frs per annum hea dmns ter 

1977 -- 
hlarch: Standing Cad of Heads formed, Geneva Leeune (Int %h1 of Geneva) hdmaster 

Aiay: U S 2  DDO to UNESC:I 

Oct: US2 C30 + US1 500 !o IRO UNESCO 

Nos: U% 000 to IBO UNESCO 

m 
Feb. 2nd RJ Inter-eov Conf, London E M  Rincc of Wales, Sec of State for 

I0 offers breadth & flexibility I of State for Ed & Sc non-ed ~ r o f  

Feb: US2 5OiJ to 1W f UNESCQ 

Table 9.2 Chronological Sumnrary of Major Events and Actors Related 
to the Administra+ion Stage 

Not every single event is reca~ded, but those that are consideredmost 

acquaintances operated to market the It3 and to enrure delivery of the 
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program. Many of these remain unknown but cumulatively they 
supported and enhanced the more official missions and other formal 
action. 

Organisation of the IB Office 

The structure of IBO changed with the creation of the Standing 
Conference of Heads of IB Schools (HX) in 1977 and the Standing 
Conference of Governments (SCG) in 1978, both established initially for 
the economic survival of the organisation. Figure 9.2 shows the 
structure from 1978 to thi' present. The Council of Foundation became a 
larger policy making bady comprising three parts: eight representatives 
of each of the SCG, khe HSC and Ad Personam members. The director- 
general of IBO and the chairman and vice-chairman of the Examining 
Board are ex-officio members making a total of twenty-seven. Non- 
voting observers from the SCG, HEX, the IBO Office and invited guests 
attend each annual meeting, The Council is guided by an Executive 
Committee comprising two representatives from each of the SCG, HSC 
and Ad Personam Council members, and two ex-officio members - the 
director-general and the chairman of the Examining Board. 

The director-general is responsible for the administration of the IB 
Organisation (as it is now called) with its headquarters in Geneva and 
its Examinations Office in the UK (in Cardiff since 1990). The latter, the 
Examining Board, the Curriculum Board and the directors of the five 
regional offices report to the director-general. The five regional 
representatives are responsible to the directors of each of the regional 
offices. The growth of the administrative offices is shown in Table 9.3 
while that of the regional office is in Table 13.1 (Chapter 13) in 
connection with the geographical context; 

The lines with arrowheads in Table 9.3 indicate the years during which 
each aadminislrative office operates. Siashes after arrowheads indicate a 
new time segment until the end of the next arrowhead along the same 
line. These segments correspond in order to the textual information on 
the left which is separated by slashes. The Language Centre at the 
University of Sot?khhrnpton existed from I973 to 1380; from 1980 to l983 
this kcarne the Language %c!ion of the IB Examinations Office at the 
same address. After 1983 this office no longer existed. The London 
Office began in 1976, changed address from 1985 and was closed down in 
1990. The Examinations Office was at tire London Institute nf Education 
from 1980 to 1983, then at the University oi Bath until 1990, and finally 
in Cardiff. The Language Pection at the University of kuthampton and 
the London Office were subsumed by a gradually expanding 
Examinalions Office. 





Language C e n ~ / b n @ a g e  
Wtion of Em~ninatiuns Office 
Link of Sowthumpton, Englund 

b - t d ~ n  Offiw tondun lnstitwic oj 
EdllB Wnbvm Square, London 

Table 9.3 Growth ol IB P.dministration Offices to 1992 
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Actars and thrir Roles 

There was no parental or student involvement in the administration 
stage; most of the action was left up to the ISES and IBO staff with 
assistance from other actors. 

For the first time some actors change roles; the category of a c t ~ r  reflects 
the major position the incumbent held at the time the action took 
place. For example, Renaud was a teacher at the Internat~onal Schoo! of 
Geneva when he presented the IB to the French Section of the 
European reachers Association Conference in March 1964 at Svres  
whereas from 1967 Renaud acted ir. his capacity as deputy-director of 
IBO and is therefore classed as an education official. Sirdarly Peterson 
rvas originally a headmaster, then university staff when he first visited 
Genev,i in 1964; in 1967 he was full-time director of ISES, then IBO, and 
hence an education official. Banner also was a teacher at the 
Znternationa! School of Geneva but became an education official with 
ISES in 1964 as executive secretary. 

It is interesting to note that these actors changed into roles in the 
organisational structures that they themselves had a hard in creating or 
caused to be created to inrplement their vision. This also indiates the 
shift from a group of teacher idealists working i~iformally at the 
International School of Geneva to a structure of ionnal education 
officials who administered the program. Although teachers continues 
to play a major role in designing the IB courses after 1965, they ceased to 
have any significant formal role in the administration stage - those 
who did contin:!e to be involved !like Renaud and Bonne~) 
relinquished teaching and took up rtew administrative positions in 
ISES and IBO. Leach very actively rilarketed the IB (as well as b:?ing a 
major con:ributo; to the design of the contemporary history syllabus) 
from its very dawning in 1962 until +bgut 1965 on behalf of ISES, He is a 
notable example of a teacher who wished to rernlin in the classroom 
and did not become invoived in administration with IBO at all. 

1 was a teac.:.er who md the vocation to continue to teach. I knew Russell Cook, 
head of 15.4, %.as amazed that after a year's ronsu:tancy (1961-1962) 1 went back 
to teaching. I enjoyed too much what one of my students =id 9t the final 
graduaticn in 1981 when I i&ired, 'the Ebb Leach Show' in class (Leach 
comsysnndene 1991 1. 

ColeRaker was active in ISES and IBO until 1968 when he resigned 
from his position at the International Srhnol of Geneva. Ee did not 
seek to becon~e a permanent education official in tSES I K I  because 
he was interested in international education as a r B :le from primary 
'n the end of secondary and not in any particular p~, . t  gf it. He felt 
disiltusioned that ISA coulb not become an indepondcnt internaiionai 
education a-~thority which would have included the XEi without the 
necessity for a separate body and he had had internal financially-re!ated 
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problems at  the school (C&-Baker correspondence 1489). 

.&fors and Rezctors 

In the administration stage there are initially two types of actors: those 
tvho act for the p~oviding organisation, lSES or IBO, and those who 
react as dients - people in universiGes; schools, governments, 
examin;.?g bodies and funding organisations. Some actors are origir~ally 
clients and then become active proponents of the IB such as Capelle, 
Hanson and May~r .  Cventualiy the satisfied clients become informal 
actors [or formai actors if they &in the Council of Foundation or an IBO 
comrnirteej on behalf of the IBO. 

The f o l l ~ ~ r i n g  actors represent ISES/IBD interests: 
tt.achers: Leach, Wallach; Renaud, P~irel ,  and others from the 

International School of Geneva and Atlantic College (for example, 
Car:L?r) 

universiry staff: :-Si%is, Halls, Peterson 
not!-educntionel ptnfessianals: Martin, Goormaghtigh, Netherlands 

Minister of sducation, PIN3 the Prince of Wales, Secretary of State 
i ~ r  Ec!ucation and Science (England), Mountbatten, Elankey, and 
others 

hzudnzas:ers: Cole-Baker, Cole, Scherer, Fischer-Wollpert, Dlackbum, 
Geljar, Leleune 

education cfjicial.s: Bonner, Mayer, Ilanson, Capelle, Hatinguais, 
Pe:ersan (when director ISES/IBO), Gathier, Renaud (when 
deputy. .'irt?ctor IBO), other IBO staff 

Goormaghtigh and teachers ~ u c h  as Renaud, Leach, W*!lach, i>oirel and 
Sanxcr along &:h h-eadwasters Cole-Baker and to iz lesser extent Cole 
arid Blackbum, had been involved irt ; .lumber of other policy process 
stages. Their rnatives far acting as they did had not cha~~grd:  they were 
srged on by ideological, cuiturai and ed:acatiunai $actor?. Ecenomic 
r.ec-.~rtv also influnced Goormaghtiglt and Coie-b&er. 

Netvcrr:>ers were Carter, &e teacher from Atlantic CnZlege, Siotis, ftre 
Cre& profesar at the Univzrsity of Geneva. (who %ad addressed 
ipachers at the Tn~ematianal %jsttmi of Ceni-v4 on curricul~irn 
~eveloprnent c?-i~ng the ''TSE5 Day" in May 1964), Halls from Oxford 
ind four h.:admasters - Scherer, FisiTxer-Wallpert, Gel!ar and Lej- wne.  
Kew r.m-eduratiorx professionals were the Netheriands Minister for 
Educsritx ciho responded to Gathier's influence and the Brifish 
Secretary d $!ate for Education and Srience who was approached by 
Peterson and Momtbatten; they tmth had the status to mnvene inter- 
governfiiental meeiings on behalf of IBO. Most importantly, I-1531 the 
Prince of Wales (nun-education professirnal? addressed the %mrtd 
Inter-govern~ental Conference in London in 1478 a! which the 
Standing Conference of Covu:im~n;s { X G f  was fwned and ut~~~iuing 



'inancial sgpport was pledged. The Prince of Wales had taken over the 
chairg'anship of the UWC Intsrnational Council frcm Lord 
Mountbatten as from the beginning of 1978 and so had a good 
appreciation of the 1%. 

2\.mongst the education officials, ?eterson (originally ui~iversity staff) 
was new; he had not been invol~ed in any previous stages but wls  to 
become a key figure. Mayer. was there for ar, economic reGon as 
consuitant and writer of the Twentieth Century Fund book on the IB 
nrnject. 1-Ianson, Capelle, Hatinguais and Gathier were quickly 
;onvert& tto the cause and became rnen;bers of the IBO Council, acting 
efficiently and effectively on its behalf. 

~ l l  of the reactors were new "clients" at this administration stage ot' the 
policy process ard had not been involved in previous stages except 
UNESCO which continued to respond with contracts. fieadmasters and 
teachers were attracted by technical andysis of tk.e program; students 
were inkrested in access to universities (educational and demographic 
factors) - both groups responded when a number of schools took part in 
the six year experirnrrt. Education officials included the four directors 
of examination bodies in the USA, England, France and Switzerland, 
. ~ n d  ducation ministry officials - technical analysis of the program was 
the important influential factor here. Mayer (Twentieth Century Fund), 
and 3orvles and Tyler (Ford Fo"oundati.:tn) acted for economic reasons: 
they were entrusted to see, $ 'at  the funding fron? the foundations they 
represented was being put to gc i d  use. As university researchers they 
had educ,. lional reascns such as a posjtive effect on naiional 
curriculum development and assessrrttnt techniques, b ~ ;  what brought 
them to the 1% project was f7andir.g fron, their organisations. U Thant, 
WESCO representatives of various countries and Hampton {director 
of CERV) were among the ne%- non-education professionals tc play a 
I & .  X% pcrzonne! sitnrcd the same ideological, cultural and political 
vision zs the eaa1,v prOFOmmt5 of the i"U - hea,se thFIi Involvement. 
Iianpton nad a demographic reason. To attract the best researchers 
from the wciild market he needed to offer security of education and 
univeisity access for the children of his employees; the IB responded to 
his cr~anisation's needs (Renaud interview 1991). Finally a number of 
neT university staff react4 by accepting students with the PB; ;he 
influential ia3ctors involved here have been previously discussed. 

i 
I 

Fi~xre 9.3 provides a conceplltal framewoi-,k synthesis of the 
I 

a&&inistration stage. It incorporates bath actors and reactors, and the 
influential factors impinging q o n  them. l 

The next chapter treats &e execution stage of the policy process. It deals 
primwily with iriat examinations from 1867 during the exploratory 

i 
I 
l 

period and the~i the examinations of the experimental period, from I I 
197CI h 1976. 
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Xndividuds within each of the categories of actors are then discussed: 
headmasters, teachers, parents, students, university staff, funding 
orgallisatians, education officials, UT\ITStO, non-education 
professionals. 

The analysis endeavours to identify the length of involvement of 
particular actors, the extent io which they provide continuity 
throughout the policv process, and the factors which influenced their 
participation, A num'hr of funding organisations are discussed along 
with their individual rationale for granting financial assistance to the 
IBO. Some private hnefactors are included. UNESCWs funding and 
supportive mle is heat& in a separate section. The degree of leverage of 
individual actors is explored as appropriate, particularly in the section 
dealing with non-education professionals, and reputation, pasiijan and 
social participation are taken into accaunt. 

Conclusions from this discussion appear in Chapter 14. 
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